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of such rifles us they have,
C.'arranza and his military advisers
were inclined to accept the report as
!true and encouraging to their cause.
20th Infantry Leaves.
Salt Lake City, Utah., Xov. 2.
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A MONTH
WHO'LL BE ROOT'S $15,000
FOR DEVELOPMENT

We Have a New Supply of

JERSEY CREAM

THE

TEST INTERESTING
MENTIONED

Eggs, fresh, 35c doz.

INTER

GROCERY GO

PHONE 40.
ar
'fry
'
' PMryirgTliy

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

wstifis.FACTORY
Wood
WOOD

eoal

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T &

na
ni
TH IT
Hr
1 1 Ea
U

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

CO.

CO.

& SOUTHERN CO

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

CO.

PACIFIC RAILWAY

(WESTERN

Railroad Depot.

S. F.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS

TO

POINTS

THE EAST

will find every want anticipated in the modern
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pachigh-cla-

if

Gorge-Feath-

line

ss

ic-lr-

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
Denver & Rio
PacificRailwav-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points

Grande-Wester-

er

INFORMATION

FOR

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

C. L, POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

J.

R.

N. M.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

FOB

KEA-lDCUj-ITEIt-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS
GENERAL

the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

fjSJTYour Business Solicited."
Phone

100

and

::

35 W.

OF

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

BY

SENATOR

CON-

ROOSEVELT

!

a Xmas Gift nothing equals the
personal charm of a well made,
well mounted photograph of yourself. We are now ready for you.
As

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa

Fe- -

--

Albuquerque

(By Gilsou Gardner)
Washington, Nov. 29. The quesRoot as
tion who will succeed Elihu
senator from New York is soon to
occupy the attention of that state. It
r
is made more interesting by the
question, what effect the new
amendment to the constitution provid-linfor popular election of senators,
will have n a state like Mew i oik
j
where popular elections have not been
Print's term expires in
fashionable.
will
Next bpring he
March 1915.
have to think about renoinination if
he is going to run as the party candidate. The legislature also must soon
think about the question, for the constitution now provides that the senators of each state "shall be elected by
the people thereof," and that "the legislature of any slate may empower
the executive to make temporary appointments until the people fill the
vacancies by election as the legislature may direct." In other words,
there must be a new law in New
York providing for the election of
United States senators by the people
in conformity with the amended constitution of the United States. This
is true also of all states having senators to elect, but it is of particular interest to those 32 states which have
senators whose terms expire on the
same date that Root's expires.
The legislature might pass a law
providing for nominations by direct
primaries or it might authorize party
conventions to nominate and thus offer the people merely a choice between party candidates. Either way
would probably comply with the constitutional requirement for election by
the people. If the latter way is adopted in New York the nomination would
be made by the Democratic organization dominated possioiy by Tammany,
while the Republican nomination
would be controlled by Boss Barnes
and the Progressive nomination
by
Roosevelt.
There has been a suggestion that
Roosevelt be nominated as the Progressive candidate for the senate, but
this suggestion does not come from
Roosevelt's friends, who profess to
believe that this might divert him
from his part in ,the national campaign to which they look forward.
In sending Dr. William Bayard Hale
to Mexico to secure information as to
the condition of the revolution, Presi
dent Wilson follows a precedent set
in 1850 when President Taylor sent
an unofficial agent to Hungary to report upon the condition of the revolutionary movement there with the Intention of recognizing the insurgent
government if there were sufficient
grounds for doing so. In that case,
however, the agent arrived only to
hud the revolution crushed. A protest was made at that time by Mr.
the Austrian
Hulsemann,
charge
d'affaires, who complained of the administration's course and later Daniel
Webster, who had become secretary
of state, replied to this note in a sharp
rebuke. Webster's letter set forth
strongly the right of the United States
to recognize any de facto revolutionary government it might choose, and
to seek information in all proper ways
to guide its action. It was at the
same time that Kossuth and his compatriots, who had fled to Turkey, were
brought to the United States in an
American frigate, and the Hungarian
hero was received with a burst of enthusiasm which, by contrast, suggested the hostility accorded that other
rebel, Emmeline Pankhurst, when she
landed at Ellis Island.
In this city the inspectors have authority to destroy spoiled vegetables
or meat when offered for sale, but
they are not authorized to seize infected milk or to prevent its sale except
by slow, legal process in the civil
courts. There are 52 milk shops in
addition to the numerous lunch coun
ters and groceries which sell milk, and
which consequently are unregulated
and uninspected by reason of the anti
quated laws. Congress is responsible
for the government of the district;
the people have no votes.
In his lecture on Manila, Burton
Holmes shows how the United States
authorities have drained the swamp
lands, and built a sanitary and beautiful water front on the water side of
s
Manila.
Within
of
mile from the capital building, there
are swamps undrained, pestilential,
ugly, and uneconomic, to which congress has never given any attention.
The reform which begins at home
does not seem to extend to the District
of Columbia.
The Democratic party is in power
owing to the division of the opposition caused by the existence of the
Progressive party. McCombs, chairman of the Democratic national committee, gives out an interview saying
the Progressive party will soon merge
with the Republican party. It is evident that McCombs has been so far
detracted by this business of getting
married that he has forgotten the rudiments of bis politics.

THEM
BETTER IF THEY COULD
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely the
best combination of curative and healff
J ing medicines for kidney and bladder
ailments and urinary Irregularities
J
that it is possible to produce. That
is why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for the purpose you can buy.
The Capital Pharmacy.
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CHINA

now displayed at
Showing decorations to delight the eye are
are articles to appeal to everyone-Stei- ns,
my store. ThereTobacco
Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
5ets,
Smoking
i
Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.
.

...

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

MAKE

New Mexican Want
irlng results. Try it.
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EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone
and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
lb.
$ .05 "
Ground Charcoal, . . . $.03 " "
Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

....

Poultry and Stock Food Com posed ) t nr
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa, ($1.77

ru)f
VTTl.

JCl

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

b

M'COMBS IS

three-quarter-

YOURSELF US II XMAS GIFT

29

Soft and White

POPULAR VOTE WILL MAKE

Daisy Crown Imperial and
Bobolink Flour
Butter 35c lb.

ELECTION

fepYoriands

The Luna
Deming,
County Sunday School convention will
convene in Deming December 15th
and Kith. A large attendance Is expected.
Charles L. Hubbard and party returned a day or so ago from a hunting trip of two weeks in the Black
buck
Range, with all the
silver-tibear.
allowed and a 700-lMr. Miesse reports a very successful
eastern trip, and states: "At a meeting held last week in Pittsburg, Pa.,
the stockholders of the Mimbres Valley Alfalfa Farms company appropriated $15,000 a month for the purpose
of pushing developments on the Miesse tract to early completion." Extra
men and teams have been put at work
and by spring, 6,000 acres, including;
the 2,500 acres already plowed, renc-- .
ed and ditched, will be ready to seed
(o alfalfa. The alfalfa already seeded
is doing fine. Additional pumps and
I
n'
v....vi ui"h
Iliuiuia ale uu me: iimu. Annwllticr
a report of S. S. Carroll, deputy state
engineer, a total of S,000 gallons per
minute is now available and the land
adjacent deeded to the purchasers.
His report shows that Mr. Miesse is
improving a half inch more of water
to the acre than the state actually requires. The first house is nearing
Treatment: On retiring, soak the
completion, and this will be the home
hands in hot water and Cuticura
of George Longest. The hotel is under way, and the first store on the Soap. Dry, anoint with Cuticura
townsite of Miesse will be constructed Ointment, and wear soft bandages
at once. Jefferson Maxwell has this or old loose
gloves during the night,
Other
work
under supervision.
Ointment sold throughout the
and
Cuticura
Soap
Five
will
soon be started.
buildings
world. Liberal sample of each mailed free, with
miles of new graded road have been book. Addrews "Cuticura," Dept. OB, Boston.
with. Cut'sont
orMen who shave and
completed on the tract, and the com- Soap will find It best tor skinahampoo
oad flttUp.
pany has made arrangements for thr
nlanting of shade trees for the bene3aldridge, Ashley, 111., are Investigatfit of the land buyers. Mr. Alex
in the valley.
and son Donald have beer ing conditions
E. L. Todd has returned to the Car-it
as
work
the
excellent
work,
doing
i ter place east of the city.
He is put-- j
self shows.
will put in ten
and
a
down
well,
Ling
on
met
the
and
Silver City
Deming
football field at the Deming athletic acres of onions and ten acres of beans
with a the coming season. Mrs. L. E. Tucker
park Wednesday afternoon
ar--!
vast throng of fans in attendance. Thf io Chicago, mother of Mr. Todd,
rived yesterday, and will spend the
game was clean and snappy tnrougn
out and resulted in a score of 31 t winter with her daughter.
John Hund, president of the First
7 in favor of Deming.
Following war
the lhiPiip: Deming Clark, c, Hoff- National bank, and one of Demihg's
man, rg., Peterson, rt., Upton, re pioneers, was taken seriously 111, and
Ralph Emerson, lg., Hardaway, 11. has been taken to the hospital.
Rosch, le Steed qb.( Bishop and Davis rh., Howard, lh., Roy Emery fh.
Silver City Crawford c, Norcup rg..
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
Allen rt Barber re., Stockland lg.,
Penniwell It., Coffee le., Geyer qb.,
WINDOWS, DOORS
Lloyd rh., Tibbitts Hi., Dunlop fb. The
last named player has been offered a
AND MOULDING
good position on a professional team
in Kansas, as he weighs 190 and is considered one of the best in this region.
Referee Rambo, Umpire Collins, Head
SAWYER
Lineman Prof. Brownlee, Timekeeper
.Toe Deckert.
Albert Hunter and family arrived
223 San Francisco St.
Phone 206 W
Wednesday from Sunfleld, Michigan,
SANTA FE, N. M.
to become residents of Deming. Mr.
of Prof. F. B.
Hunter is father-in-laSchool
Davis of the Deming High
faculty.
A good many have arrived to look
over the valuable school lands near
Deming to be sold at putlle auction by
the state December 8th.
Jacob Hauseman, one of the Mimbres valley farmers, returned from an
S
extended visit with relatives In the
THE SANITARY
middle west. He expresses himself as
SHORTOBDERRESTflURHNT
very well satisfied to return to the
climate of New Mexico.
REGULAR MEALS.
S. Wr. Burgess. Webb City, 111., ,T. R.
ij
Open Day
X. M., Nov.

SUCCESSOR

SATURDAY,

With

V,

Cuticura Soap

IleghtI
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH- ODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this lijfht ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

And Ointment

father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to ba
for

32--

1.

J.

Majestic Cafe

I

desired.

POWER
SO

IS QUITE

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nombers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postofflce.

and Night,

PILLS
CHICHESTER S11BAN1.
Lad lea Ask your Omcrlit for i
I

s if lamnnd IS randy
I'lll In Ked and Uold meiallicV
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Buv of roup
IHAIIOND It RAND IMI.LN. for

Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO

Ufi

years known as Best, Safest. Always Relinhia
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

s

Best Equipped, Most Modern.

SANTA

FE,

-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

LOPEZ, PROP.
- NEW MEXICO.

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

NOBBIEST

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

GET TCIE HABIT!
FRUIT
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, California Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
ROOT VEGETABLES
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.

i

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Quaranteed.

1

104 DON (JASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W

FRESH

Always Stop at thefAncient City's Pride,
MODERN

J

LARGE

:

LOBBY

a-

AND

Ruta-Bag-

NEW NUTS
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
ALSO
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
Currants, Pop Corn.
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
POULTRY
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.

AND

ALWAYS

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

3

Service and Cuisine
tnertestin me vitj

Ample facilities for large
ana small oanguew,.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

PLAN.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

Meals a la Carle.

Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.

FRESH FISH
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
SMOKED FISH
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
MEATS
Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal,

Spare-Rib-

Home-mad- e

Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
CHEESE
Cream, Brick, Llmburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-atel- ,
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.

WHOLESALE

mm mssssssm

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
STOCK FOOD.
S.I.

ALFALFA

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

AND

SEED.

...ntt

All kinds

For WTERMTIOMl

f flowers, 1

fde

& field

eeds ia bulk aad packai

The only exclusive pain House in

anta re
--

i
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A MODERN ROMEO

CAN A MEXICAN FIGHT?

BLUE AND

you like coftVe, it's
good coffee tliat you like
and aro asking and wish-
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DISCOURAGED

Tielroit.. Xnv. 2!t. That llie fall from
roof cf u soeomlstmy w'udf
of
.a (initnl Kiver ;i viniic rooming house.
itiie result of which may prove faial
jto .'nhii ( 'avanaiign, wa.i cans, d by hi.-- .
ei'iurts to see a lady
nil i learned Saturday night.
Cavamiugh was sent to S. Mary's
wpi;al with a V. "'.'red log a:iit in
At
ji.rtd back and iieul Thursday.
the boarding house it was reported
that lie had eilher fallen or had been
pushed out of a window, but when del

Yes, He'll Fight Like a Tiger. But It's, been customary for .Mexican judges to ment has a splendid military school
Usually When He's Cornered Mexl- - sentence men to llie army instead of .where many young ollicers are cduca
ing for all llie lime; and
Mrs. Hamilton Tells How She can Army Made Up of the Rubbish the jail. Raids an; made on low ted in the latent and best methods
of warfare. They leave thai school
of the Land Their Officers Grafters, saloons and brothels and
you get it when you call
with high military ideals.
recruits are forced into the ranks.
By A MILITARY EXPERT.
Finally Found Health in
I"
D. C, Nov. 2!".
rmy the youllilul liou- to
Mexican
is
soldier
How
content
The
Washington,
for Schilling's 'Rest just
Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-eta'odoes the Mexican soldier compare with 'remain in the army after being once lem.m learns that his superior ollicers
business for gory or
forced iii, because army life is made a
jthe American soldier?"
what you want, or the groCompound.
r
more ameeable to him than his nast. country, but for graft.
imt
tw.
For Instance, there is General Trucy
condition
inare bv notinir that In which thev are
cer return your money.
Warren. Ind. "I was bothered ter- 'He is allowed to take along his wife! Alert who, with several thousand men
the
which
makes
different,
(most
thin;
WPnlfnA
hmlnaini
fihlwuriih fomftlfl
Don't belie coffee, if you have
ti with a gun a soldier!
they pay little attention to!,ms ,,e(' trying Jus besr to avoid bat jm' woman
with the ('arraii'dstas.
But durami was noi regular,
liOt tried Schilling's Beet.
private's morals and .little drilling
who
An
in
soldier
deserts
American
my head ached all
ins all these weeks when he was sup
is indulged in.
Is
nf
the
knows
face
tlle
he
emn,y
the time.I had bear-NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
whom none knows the posed to he doing his best to defeat
lluerta, than
his former. . comrades
loathe
inp- dnu-name
the rebels he has been pocketing half
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my back hurt me the
VXn
ctcto the salaries of his men and subordintlio HfitiHnr in nufrl rnfrnliirtv
Department of the Interior,
ms
nroiten oain.
bieerest Dart of the rorgeis
was raking in the profit on all
t .n"i
U. S. Land OHice at Santa Fe, N. M
,hia
irrm .i r.
Af. Ia,es t'1"1
"
1,1,1,1
But the poor conscripted Mexican ;jcan m
time, I was dizzy
at S0 ',"ts a ,K,t,,eOct. 30, 1913.
and had weak feel- peon carrying his government s arms
A
for the rebel soldier:
U(,ad
Notice Is hereby given that Clpriano
are
jd0
gom?
1(10tintm,
ings when I would doesnt think much of a broken oa,h-Man' of ,,iem arR "audits, always
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
stoop over, it hurt He deserts when the Are is hottest robbod '
were and always will be. Thev will
homestead
made
entry
1908,
2d,
Thfi
Sept.
me to walk any dis and at. the verv Hrst nossible chance,
government furnishes no food; L,n1,,lK.
r
Min
tn
NE4 SW4,
JS'o. 01315 for SE4 NV4,
tHfi women's duty.
tance and I felt blue He doesn't look upon himself as a
Often :r.mza 8jx montn8 HrtP1. he
'
oustg rUPr
NV4 SE4, SW4 NE4, section 3, townand discouraged.
um.m raeu win arop in t .e.r t((
ard. He pats himself on the back for
a,.e , Carrau.a's ranks b
tracks from hunger. There are no hos- - causeThpy
ship 17 N., range 9 E N. M. P. Meri" I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's heinc lne.kv Plinui'h fo eet. awnv
the chances fo'- - gratifying their
to
of
filed
Intention
notice
has
dian,
"'Je'desires are better there,
Compound 8nd am now in
It is so common now for large
make five year proof, to establish Vegetable
health. Jf it had not been for bimeties nf the federals tn desert In! Thp rexican private will fight audi How iiiauv are rebels because Car- claim to the land above described, be good
tlmf. Irwidicina T wmtI1 Vintra liocn ...
n
Imrd
at
wh.
times, generally
ranza has good financial backing is a
the rebel side that it passes without fignt
fore the register and receiver, U ' HTkVfl n Inno Hmn nov " Mini A
I1
.be is cornered and has no choice.
comment.
it roblem nnsolvable, but there ai'e thou-land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
Ind.'
6.
No.
R.f.D.
Hamilton,
So much for the men, now about llie sands probably righting for principle,
Warren,
The federal army is made up of the
Dec. 9, 1913.
rubbish of the republic, convicts, loot- officers. fighting for what Carranza claims to
Claimant names as witnesses:
Another Case.
for equality and justice.
era. notorious "had men." It has long! .lust outside Mexico City the govern-islannu"u ue6aw
u,a,M'
Esmond. R.T.-- "T
writ to .!! vn
Monto
Juan
Melquiades Martinez,
how much good your medicine has done
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M,
me and to let other women know that
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
there is help for them. I suffered with
Register. bearing down pains, headache, was ir- regular and felt blue and depressed all
Work for tne New Mexican. It It the time. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
working lor you, for Santa Fe and Vegetable Compound and commenced to
gain in a short time and I am a well wo- the new state.
man today. I am on my feet from early
morning until late at night running a
boarding house and do all my own work.
I hope that many suffering women will
It makes happier
try your medicine.
wive3 and mothers. " Mrs. ANNA
Esmond, Rhode Island.
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Changeable Climate

TAKES BAD TUMBLE

tectives investigated they were shown
not possibly
that Cavanaugh could
have entered it.
A triend of Cavanaug'i disposed ilie
information that the latter nad 'mount
ed the roof of t'io hous and fell in
nil Wirt to tap the window of his ladylove, whose attention he wished to
His condition is striens
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HEIR

FAMOUS
WILL CASE IS DEAD
Melrose, Mass., Nov. 29. William C.
Basil M. Manly
The expert recently appointed by Huhhi;!!, son of the late Daniel Rus- jtlin federal industrial commission to sell, and one of the central figures
'take charge of the branch of the in- in the famous Russell case, died at the
family homestead today. He was fij
vestigation which will deal with
has years old.
labor, Basil M. Manly,
j been
Mr. Russell supposed himself to be
for a number of years connected
(with the bureau of labor statistics. He the sole heir to the half million dollar
' lias taken
part in many of the most estate of bis father until four years
important invent igat ions undertaken !ago, when a man from Dickinson, X.
T)ak., known as "Dakota Dan" claimed
by that bureau.

MAY HEAD N. Y.
CENTRAL SYSTEM

j

j

FEDERAL GRAND JURY
NOT
NSEScION TODAY.
I

S

Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 2S. Owing to
the inability of Judge R. B. Lewis to
he in Pueblo today, the federal grand

rat

jury which investigated the coal
strike has adjourned until Monday at

fl

;c-B-

IN

half the properly on the allegation
jtliat he was Daniel Russell, long lost
son of the testator. Later, a nmn from
Fresno, Cot., called Fresno Dan" was
recognized by the Russell family as
the missing heir and the courts sustained his claim after three years of
litigation.

j
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Tr. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio,
discusses an important health topic.
He says:
Yes, It is the climate, not the germs,
that we have to fear in this country.
'J'lie germs are present, to be sure,
.'mi! are of some
significance In
a changeable
diagnosis.
Climate,
climate, is the true cause of disease.
The al inosiiherlc pressure varies, the
humidity of the atmosphere changes,
livery df"r the temperature rises and
falls.
this presents to the body
very great trials to adjust to.
The area of high pressure forms in
the northwest. Moves rapidly southeast,
subjecting millions of our
population to Its influence. The result Is, thousands upon thousands o
people catch cold. A small per cent,
of these thousands do not get well of
their cold. It goes Into pneumonia,
or chronic catarrh, or bronchitis, or
laryngitlB. or pleurisy.
Now, what I am getting at is this.
These climatic changes are Inevitable.
No one can prevent them. The Very
best we can do is to prepare for
them, defend ourselves against them.
Good health is the best preventive.
The very best. Vigorous health, with
excess vitality, this is Nature's own
preventive and protection.
We do not all have this, however.
Rome of us must have assistance.
The assistance that I use for myself,
would recommend for my friends to
use, my neighbors and my countrymen, is
in
Keep
the house.
If the children indicate they are
catching cold, give them
If the parents, the grandfather or
grandmother, present those symptoms
that are so well known which precede
a cold, a few doses of
and
the deed Is done.
Pome reople are very subject to
colds. Others who have weak lungs
and are timid about, our winter
off and on
weather, take
during the whole winter season.
The plan Is a good one. The medicine
is inexpensive. It does no possible
harm to the system. It keeps the
appetite regular and keen. It assists digestion and helps the user
through the inclement weather of
winter,
a.

j

Cathedral Church,
Last Sunday after Pentecost.
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at 9:3ft. Sermon in
English.
Third Mass at 10::i0. Sermon in
Spanish.
At 4 o'clock p. m., Rosary and Benediction.
Church of the Holy Faith.
(Episcopal.)
Rev. Lnonidas Smith. Rector.
Services Sunday, Nov. 30 (First
Sunday In Advent.)
8 a. m., Holy communion (Regular
monthly memorial service and Corpo- rate Communion of the Altar Guild.)
9:45 a. in., Sunday school and Bible
Class (Awarding of third year prizes;
names on the honor roll during the
last five months.)
if
11:00 a. m., Choral Morning Prayer,!
Litany and sermon.
7:45 p. m., Choral Evening Prayer
j.and address, topic; "Tfye Church
(SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPH BY RTAFF PHOTOGRAPHER DURUOROUGH)
Catechism." This will be the first in
G EN", FRANCISCO
VILLA'S MEXICAN REBELS BOARDING TRAIN FOR THE SOUTH TO FIGHT lll'ER-TA'a series of four addresses on the gen
PULL.VIANS
DOOR
SIDE
ARMY OF OVER 9,0110 MEN., NO PLUSH SEATS FOR THESE FELLOWS
eral subject: "Confirmation."
ONLY.
Friday, Dec. 5th, Annual Bazaar of
the Woman's Guild at the Woman's
Board of Trade rooms (Library), be- NEW ALBANIAN KING
THEY BALLOT FOR
HVH DCCUlTJd
ginning at 3 p. m.
THE BABY'S NAME
?'
BRIDE CN ANN ARBOR
:,,dBy'
l"Zeellns,

IS A CONSTANT THREAT TO THE
HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE.

lie

P. m.

2

t

First National Bank.
Every Woman
29. Eva
Nov.
Ann Arbor, Mich.,
Trenton, N. J., Nov.
Saturday, Dec. 0th, meeting of the
Is Interested and should
Club
the
Mothers'
at.
not
members
cf
least
more
no
legis
Aomen,
teachers and officers of the Sunday Tangiuiy
know about the wonderful
ally so. She Is Mrs. John W. Ford of William G. Cook School h ire, have
School at the Rectory at 11 a. m.
Marvel
one
ot
a
bub
a
ol
name
'or
interval
the
in
if
now,
you please,
First Presbyterian,
uoucne
Corner Grant and Marcy streets. B. tween matinee and evening perform-- ' the women of the club, this solemn
been
in
if.inction
by
having
52.
minister. Residence mice Ford, who has a dancing part
McCollough,
A sk
for
134 Grant avenue.
jthe Tauguay Co., the "Idol" went ballot under the majority rule prinH.
If he carnnt supply the MAKVKL,
"From that time began Jesus to across the street from the theater to cipte.
r.ccept no other, but
The child is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
the the office of a justice of the peace and
Rcnilstampforbook.
preach and to say 'Repent ye; for
ALFRED H. SMITH, senior vice
"
to "love, honor and Robert L. Petit, and the D'ip. e chosen
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St.. N .
Eva
hand-is
at
of
promised
heaven
kingdom
of
York
Central
the
New
i
r him was Wilirun Grant Cook i etit
president
obey'1 John "until death do thee part."
Fred
Sabbath school 9:45.
Mrs- Pelit s an enthusiastic
Railway system, who may succeed to
Ford bad made an unsuccessful at-- j
superintendent.
the
'
hns-kpresidency recently given up by
6 of ,ae Mothers' Club, and her
'
11
o'clock.
word.
He
to
the
Morning worship
get Eva say
William C. Brown.
ilnd fs dP,'P'y interested in the com- !
come-to the children followed
ovolonic
riracEed
flnnllv
the
by
sermon to the adults. Theme "An im- dienne to the justice's office, only to munlty organization so they asked the
Torment thousands of people daily,
with
man
find out that he needed a license he- - '"b ,0 llame their baby,
perative message for the
for so little cost yon can get well rid
'. he name selected is th
the limited vision." Junior Endeavor lore he could "marry the girl with the
it ot a man
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin
3 p. m. Adult Endeavor 6:30 o'clock. peculiar temperament."
So Ford Imr- - .vbc gave the ':and for t'n Cook
their good work from the very first
Subject, "Our church at work for our rl'.d to the county cl;k's office, where jVtcool. It took '.lie wome.i about no
dose. They exert so direct an action
his age as 32 and said his, hour to decide ou the nan e .m l the
country." Leader, Etta Moore. Even .'t
on the kidneys and bladder that the
I'll vote made William Gran1 Cook
ing worship 7:30. This evening serv- fiancee was S" summers, resided in
'pain and torment of backache,
it a winner by IS to 14.
ice will be in charge of the woman's New York, was born in Massachusetts
and kidney trouble is soon
missionary society. Several mem- and had never been married before.
The Capital Pharmacy.
bers of the local society will take He admitted having once before stood
Prince Frederick of Wied (German
a
part. The music will be furnished by in front of the altar. He slipped the
county), who has been selected King
Mrs. Frank Andrews, and girls from county clerk two "comps" for tonignts
of Albania by the European powers.
NOTICE TO MILK CONSUMERS
the mission school. Every one is cor- pctformance when lie received the
Owing to the advance in the
dially invited to any or all of these license.
we are oh- services. "The time of ignorance God
price of all
news
the
have
to
anxious
was
Ford
to
increase
the
then overlooked; but now he com- - of his
liged
price of
marriage kept secret, hut it
mandeth men that they should all ev- leaked out
milk, such increase taking effect
It is estimated that
his libera'ify with
despite
the average man
December 1st, 1913, as follows:
erywhere repent: Inasmuch as he "coiips" and the $10 bill he handed
BY ALIMAN
worth $2 a day from
Milk in quart bottles, 12c per
hath appointed a day, in which he to the
the neck dmrn what
justice.
he worth from the
will judge the world in righteousness
quart; milk in pint bottles, 6c per X Isneck
up?
X
That depends enpint.
by the man whom he hath ordained."
II
;
tirely
upon training
QUEST
Yours
i
life
mode
of
then
Will your present
very respectfully,
If you are trained so
ROAD IS NOW PASSABLE
C. L. POULARD.
that you plan and
satisfy you?
direct work you aro
The road from Questa to Red River
St John's Methodist.
hovj w?e
worth ten limes as
was materially improved and put in
much as the man
Church."
"The Home-Likwho can work only
at
all
to
(Norman",
as
be
rucfc
M.
passable
The Rev. J.
shape
Shimer, Pastor.
BEST LAXATIVE FOR
under orders.
The InttrnatUna
The regular services will be held limes of the year, not only fxr Vjfl.t
"CASCARETS."
BOWELS
Corrsspondanct School
tiaffic, but for freighting, by the forest
tomorrow, Sunday.
go to the man who is
At 9:45 a. m. Sunday School meets. set vice, during the summer of l&iJ.
tS
They Clean Liver, Sweeten Stomach,
Previous to this summer there were
C. L. Bowles, superintendent.
Inra, "We will train
End Sick Headache, Bad Breath,
for
River
between
promotion
you
At 7:30 p. m. the pastor will preacb flvt fords across Red
Indigestion, Constipation.
riffht where you Hrc.
on "The Young Man and His Capital.' Questa and Red River town, a distance
or we wilt qualify
It e up a
t
a
you to
of about fourteen miles. The volume
Get a
box.
more conconial line
of water carried by Red River when
FEAR FOR SAFETY OF
Are you keeping your bowels, liver, of work at a much
.
FORMER GOLF CHAMPION the snows melt made the road actualana stomacn. clean, pure anu iresn n Vvcry .ti.ny.
month
"
hundred
Chicago, Nov. 29. Friends of Willie ly impassable at times, and the rest
Cascarets, or merelv forcing a
voluntarily
with
Smith, former national open golf of the time it was so fillel with
passageway every few days
advancement
rer,rt
A"'"-''champion, admitted today that they boulders in some places and i other
ru"
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
fear some mishap may have befallen rlnces washed t.way. that it was avail
Vou need not leave
Purgative Waters? liv
work.
vour
traiile.
the
able
;
for
present
him In Meilc.
only
lightest
Let
"?f
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
vn,,r mv home.
Mark this coupon at
Smith, who is the professional at replacing one and one half miles of
Cascarets thorouuh.lv cleans.! ai.d res:-- once
ano nwu u.
.
the Mexican country club on the out this road by entirely new road the
i
.1
maie me siomaeu, remove uie buiu
skirts of the City of Mexico, dropped worst grade was cut out. and with the
and fermenting food and foul gases,
icteriitloMl correspondence schools j
out of sight after the open event at construction of two very substantial
take the excess bile" from the liver
T
Box 888, Scrantoo, Pa.
I m
Brookline this fall. Letters to the bridges all of the five fords between
and carry out of the system all the
PI rase expUia, without furthet obi Igat Ion o mr
Mexican country club and to Smith's Questa and Red River town were
cad qualify lor the position, trade, of
hw
matter
waste
and
part,
9
poisons
constipated
former home in Scotland have failed done away with.
in the bowels.
Wire man
Automobile Running
to locate him.
Enirineer
This was accomplished at a cost of
Poultry Farmiug
A Cascaret tonight will make you
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
a little over $1100. Something over
Mechanical
knvineer
er
S
te
work
nofraph Man
feel
by
They
morning.
great
Expert
Telephone
A cough medicine for children must $2800 is now available and it is planAdvertising
Stationary Engineer
never gripe, sicken
while
Writing
you
sleep
I
W indow Trimming
cxtiie Msfluiacwnai
help their coughs and colds without ned to continue this project by re
Civil r.nntneer
Commercial lllustrat.
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
bad effects on their little stomachs ducing other grades between Questa
Architect
10 cents a box from your drug
Architectural Drafts.
only
Spantah Concrete ConsTuet'Bi
Chemist
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar and Red River, protecting the grade in
Millions of men and women
Plumbing, Steam i Kt (
gist.
I nRu.ee J
German Mine Foreman
Banking
exactly fills this need. No opiates. two or three places against the en
a Cascaret now and then and
take
Mine Superintendent
Utahan
Service
Civil
foland
of
no
the
croachment
sour
through
no
river,
constipation
stomach,
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lows- Its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy replacement of about two miles and
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feasible
and
a
make
other repairs
DISCUSS THE SUBJECT OF acHooL
grade
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas
breathing, coughs and croup
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micklr helped. The Capital Phar from Red River town
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The Irrand Canyon Is a
mile deep, milet wide and
painted in minsct bues.
A short and inexpensive aide trip
from main California line of the
Santa Fe. In a Pullman all the way.
El Tarar Hstel, management Fred
accomHarvey, provide high-cla- n
modations.
All you would like to know about
the Canyon it told in our booklet.
"Titan of Chaim.". Ask lot it.
.'.

II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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NOMINATION OF DENISON
IS HELD UP BY DEMOCRATS.

ARMY

DEFEATS THE

LOTS OF "PEP.

6,

(Continued From Page One.)

What was without doubt the most
Btubbornly contested game ever seen
f?t. Michael's college took place on
the college gridiron Thursday, before
a large crowd of spectators, when the
Purpl and White met and defeated
the V, S. Indian Industrial school by
a score of 12 to 0.
floth teams were evenly matched
and played with great determination
The college boys were full of "pep"
and ran through some of Castillo's forSt.
in
mations
lightning style.
Michael's won the toss and chose the
kick off- Then for ten minutes was
witnessed a most exciting encounter
which was ended by De U O receiving
a forward pass from Daley and run-- j
ning 25 yards for a touchdown.
During the second and third periods
neither side was able to score. In the
fourth quarter the Indians weakened
an advantage which was
quickly seized by St. Michael's who
still maintained the wonderful aggressiveuess they displayed at the beginning of the game. A forward pass was
delivered to Gomez who dashed up
the field and scored another touchdown for the college.
The hero of the Indians was Doniin-guewho broke through the Purple
and White formation again and again
but all his efforts came to naught
through the superb tackling of Dias,
who
one of the college
brought his man to the ground every
-

-

z

half-back-

time,

Sweet Harmony.
After the game the Indian team, together with their band, took dinner
with the college boys. A feature of
the even'ing's entertainment was the
music furnished by the Indian's band
composed of clever young musicians.

J

vardri. Armv lost R varus on an at-,empted fol.;.lird puS3 and immedia-a- t
tcy plmted to navy 15 yard line. Navy
failed to gain and N'icholls punted to
middeld where I'richard was downed.
carried the hall ilx ytrto wl
then punted to the.
navy s fifteen yard
-

J"

'

k

.

r
yard line. From his seat in the
grand stand on the army side,
the president, buttoned in a heavy
overcoat, watched the game. At the
end of the half, the crowd surged in
front of the army stand to see him
cross to the navy's stand and cheered
him along the way.
The midshipmen went after their
'opponents hard in the third period
jand soon tied the score. Benedict re-- ;
turned to the game in Hobb's place.
Army kicked off and two exchanges
;of punts gave N'icholls a chance for. a
'sparkling catch and run of 25 yards
'to the army
line. A moment
.later he broke through the line for
17 yards. Three more times ho was
given the ball but failed to gain.
made five yards then Brown kick-lea goal from placement from the
mark. Score Navy 9; Army
up-pe-

NAVY 22 TO

w

,;

.;

The (itiarler ended"; with tli ball in
!lavys possession onTier owitlS yard
line. Benedict was hurt and Hobba
took his place.
The second play of the second period was a high pass which caused
the navy to lose 12 yards. N'icholls
then punted and the army returned
tne 1,. t0 naVy'g :!7 yard line. Wey- - 9.
and blocked the next kick and the ball
line.
McEwan kicked to navy
rolled to Navy's 5 yard line where a
N'icholls ran the ball back to the
it.
offside
on
The
fell
midshipman
line, v'icholls punted to the army
net gave army the ball but, prevented
Benedict was
line, where
went
then
Woodruff
a touchdown.
downed.
returned the punt to
Jouett
a
from
kicked
in for Jouett, and
goal
line.
Nichols on the navy
placement. Hodgson then took
N'icholls punted back to the navy
3.
ruff's place. Score: Navy 3; Army
line, where time was called for
Navy kicked to Hoagson who ran Wynee.
he
where
to
line
25
the
i)ilcit
yard
resumed play. The army got
tumbled and a midshipman fell on the theWynee
line on
ball on their own
uan on the army 20 yard line. Two
ia blocked pass. N'icholls punted to
was
taken
pl.,y8 failed to gain. Time
line.
on the army
mt' wnile yaughn 0f the navy fixed an (Prichard
iJouett punted to N'icholls on the navy
made
three yards
N'icholls
injury.
line.
through center and then Yaughn sent
Ford replaced Benedict. Blodgett
the ball between the goal posts from made five yards against the army
placement, giving the navy the advanN'icholls punted to Prichard on
tage, o to 3. KcEwan for the army 'the army
line.
Jouett re-- i
line.
20
to
the navy
kicked off
yard
turned the punt to Nichols on West
Nichols carried the oa" to the Point's
line . N'icholls punted
line. Jouline. Navy gained five to Jouett on army's
army's
more yards on a line plunge, railing ett kicked to navy's 41 yard line
made two yards through right tackle. where Leonard made a fair catch.
Brown made an incomplete forward Leonard had taken Failing's
place.
pass, the army getting the pigskin: N'icholls punted to Prichard, who ran
line.
to
the
line.
to
navy
Ilobbs punted
the army
the ball back
Nichols made eight
yards through Alexander went in for Leonard. MerThe rill made the longest run of the
line.
center to navy
army recovered the ball on a blocked game, carrying the ball from the army
line. They
line.
mint on the navy
line to the navy
Captain Hoge put the oval over on the
to
the navy second play.
to advance. Army punted
Score:
McEwan kicked the goal.
1(1; Navy 9.
Army
where Prichard got the ball and ran
Brown kicked off for the navy to
line. Blod-ge- the
It back to the navy
line!
where the
went in for McReavy, who was third army ended.
period
carried off the field with an injured
The naval battalions began to show
left knee. The army on a forward
of panic and the next touchdown
signs
to
ball
the
the
carried
navy's
pass
came shortly after the last period
line.
N'icholls punted poorly from
The West Point line, Instead of try- started.
line. Hodge catching and
his
another
to
decided
a
goal,
try
ing for
line.
to the navy
back
running
to
was
ball
forward pass. The
passed
hit
next
On
the
right
Hodge
play
shot
throw
Prichard, who made a rifle
10 yards.
to Merrill behind ths oal line. The guard for
Overesch took Ingram's place, but
cadet end got the ball and touched it
army scored by a forward pass, Prichto the ground for a touchdown.
failed to kick goal. Score: Army ard to Merrill. The punt out for an
attempted goal was a failure. Score:
9; Navy 6.
The period ended with the ball In Army 22; Navy 9.
Navy kicked off and on an exchange
the army's possession on her own 25- -
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d

j

d

d
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"BATTLING" TH0RP!
"Tommy" O'Rourke, the w(Jl known
local boxer, this morning received the
following telegram from Promoter
Gonzales of the Swastika club of El
Paso: "Terms O. K. Will wire transportation Monday. Training quartern
have been arranged for you here."
Signed: S. G. Gonzales.
O'Rourke will leave Santa Fe on
Tuesday or Wednesday, so that he
may become acclimated and secure
to a
sparring partners, preparatory
hard
fight, and he says he
will give a good account of himself
in the El Paso go. He carries with
him the best wishes of his many Santa
Fe friends.

LOSS

d

j

CAUSED BY FOYE
ESTIMATED
AT $40,000

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

d

cen-Ite-

d

d

d

n

New York, Nov. 29. Writs of at
tachment to recover property of James
E. Foye, the $75 a month clerk, win
is charged with having forged and hy-- j
$25O,00
pothecated
approximately
worth of General Electric stock, were
served today on the management o!'j
the Harriman National bank and an
uptown hotel where Foye had been in
the habit of stopping.
Up to date there has been recovered
$142,000 of the money realized by
Foye on his stock. The total loss du
to his alleged speculations, it is relieved, will approximate $40,000. Fove
is in the Toombs, held without bail
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Land granti and titles examine.
Santa Fe, N. it., branch Office, Ktta-claQ. W, PRICHARD,
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PRICES: BOXES

Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms I, 2 and I.
Phone Red 6.
Office Houri g a. m. to I .
And by Appointment.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.
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A Captivating, Capricious
and Clever Concoction
HAS SET THE

FASHION
WORLD AGOG

!

Scenically an Environment of Beauty!

A.HOHNfjQK.lt
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The Whistley
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Kind!
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The Greatest Musical "Comedy
Staged in Yeiars !

0.

$Z RESERVED $1.50, $1,00, 75c
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A LAUGHING, WHISTLING

La Fille de Mumm
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SUCCESS FROM CURTAIN TO CURTAN

SEAT SALE NOW OPEN

New

Mexican, the paper that too3ts all
the time and worka for the upbuilding of our naw Stat.
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always

Music and Lyrics by F. A. BOHNHORST

v

"THE GIRL FROM MUMM'S"

Had the Measles."--CLE-

Dentist

Ovf

Bubbling and Overflowing with Spark!
ling Comedy and Tuneful Melodies

lf you do not see another show this sesscn, do not mis$

I

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

U A LACY

CREATION

" Before

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Practices In all the District Count-aogives special attention to cases,
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

MUMM'S

Perfect Cast and Chorus

A GUARANTEED ATTRACTION

ECEMBER

HALF THE
WORLD SINGS
ITS PRAISES !

BEAUTIFULLY COSTUMED!
EVERY GOWN A
HANDSOME FRENCH

,

N. M.
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SUPPORTED BY
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Practice In the Court! and

iss Olive Vaili
AMERICA'S FOREMOST COMEDIENNE

Eaaley,

Laud Department.

MEWS

WITH.

r.

Chaa,

& EA'JLF.Y,
aw.
Attorneya-a- t

so-ci-

Book by J. A. LACY

.

EASLEY
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 29. Mrs.
Champ Clark, Miss Margaret Wilson,
and other women at the capital's
life, are expected to speak at the
meeting here Wednesday at which a
"spug" campaign will be launched find
Mrs. August Belmont, Miss Anne Morgan and Gertrude Robinson Smith are
to explain the purposes of the society
for prevention of useless giving. Mrs.
William Hitt, who was Katherine
and other women have joined to
sell the organization's official badges
ia the capital and further the move-- j
She's a
Ml,g. Frederick Burnham.
No, she's not a "society matron."
nent.
j modern
Diana, a huntress. She has hunted big game in all parts of the
United States, Alaska and Canada, and recently started on a trip into
Work for the New Mexican. It It! darkest Africa to bag a few elephants and rinos. "Society functions" have
working for you, for Santa' Fe and no appeal to Mrs. Burnham. She would rather take her rifle and a couple
the new state.
0f Indian guides and "burrow deep into the jungle in search of big game.

l

EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Back Building,

Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexleo.

PROMINENT WOMEN
FOR "SPUG" SOCIETY.

FROM

.

ATTORNEYS-ATLAW-

MON
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One Night Only, Santa Fe.

66

g

d

one-yar-

I

found

Pro-

WOMAN WHO HUNTS

Blod-jge-

,

accredited to the

gressive Republicans,

"SOCIETY" DOESN'T APPEAL

d
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administration
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an influential advocate in the
Bavarian government. Premier Hert-linNominations of Henderson Martin
said In the Bavarian diet today
Washington, D. C, Nov. 29. Presid to be vice governor, and Clinton R. that the ministery had found a strong
ent Wilson's nomination of Winfred Riggs, to be seeruary of Commerce movement in favor of German particiT. Denison, to be secretary of the In- and Police, were reported
favorably. pation and had accordingly made repterior for the Philippines was held up
resentations lately to the imperial government in favor of participation.
of kicks, it was the navy's ball on the today by Democrats of a senate com- FRIEND OF EXPOSITION
FOUND IN BAVARIA.
army yard line. Navy began playing mittee, who want to look into Denidesperately.
Finally on a fake at- son 's politics. Denison was an assistMunich, Nov. 29. The Panama Pa- JUDGE LANDIS GETS
tempt at a punt, the navy made three ant attorney general under the Taft cific exposition at San Francisco has
$2,500 FOR MOTHER.
yards. The army here intercepted a
Chicago, Nov. 29 The Inquiry of
navy forward pass and It was West
Point's ball on her own 30 yard line.
Judge Landls of the United States district
court, as to "why a soldier's lite
Jouett punted to Mitchell who had
TO
is worth only $750," was answered toHowe took
taken N'icholl's place.
day.
Vaughn's place. Mitchell punted to
"The judge's curiosity was aroused
the army's 25 yard line, where the
BIG
GAME
a settlement of the Mobile & Ohio
by
was
fumbled
and
the
it
army
navy's
Railroad C0. with Mrs. Mary Panek,
ball ou the army 25 yard line. Two
for the death of her boh, a soldier in
line plunges netted the navy 2 yards. SHE TAKES HER RIFLE AND A CO UPLE OF INDIAN GUIDES
AND
a wreck for $750, less $250 attorneys'
Goodman took McEwan's place. The
STALKS THE Jf'NGLE IN PREF ERENCE TO
PINK
TEAS AND fees.
navy tried two forward passes but
"FUNCTIONS,"
Judge Landis appointed new attorfailed and the ball went to the army
neys for Mrs. Panek and when the
for a touch back.
case was called today, a settlement
The army put the ball In play on her
out of court for $2,500 was announced
own 20 yard line and tried the navy
Judge Landis said this was
center twice without gain. Jouett
then punted to Mitchell on the army
4ft yard line.
Prichard intercepted a
Birmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis sufforward puss and it was the army's
fered greatly from asthma and bron
ball on her own 37 yard line. Jouett
chitis. He writes: "I got no relief
went around navy right end for ten
until I took Foley's tionev and Tar
yards and then the navy was penaliIt entirelv rpmnvprl (Viosr
Compound.
zed 15
This
yards for holding.
choking sensations, and never failed
brought the ball to navy's 38 yard line
it, proauce an easy and comfortable
in the army's possession, where the
condition of the throat and lungs.
game ended. Final score: 'Army, 22;
i ne
Capital Pharmacy.
9.
Navy,
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SATURDAY,
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Coffee

FOR RENT
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights-OppElks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
Room House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Avenue.
35.00
Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
6- -

7-

Bui

1

he sales of Schil

ling's liest are larger than
ever before; partly" lo- cause we are lohlinur down

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.

a 45e col'I'ee to fOc;

Men Welcome

partly

ELKS'THEATRE

Mother's Friend

BE SURE TO SEE THE WONDERFUL PARISIAN GOWNS ON SALE
MONDAY ONLY
SATURDAY AND
AT THE HHITE HOUSE.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
Presbyterian church will have a
afternoon at the home of Mrs. J.
j
A. Kolls cm next Tuesday afternoon.
Our regular fresh slock of the best
;': ui&ar made, Cot'to Plazo, at Zook's,
'I he Rexull Store.
Mrs.
Trinidad Baca Dead Jlrs.
Trinidad llaca, of Clenega, who died
!at her home Tuesday, was buried
Thursday afternoon. The funeral ar
rangements were in charge ol the
Akers-Wagne- r
undertaking establish-

1.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

LOCAL ITEMS.

Tllere is less etifl'ee used
today than fur inoiiy vein s
past. Tliu juices are loo
Itisjli; ami poor coffees
cost almost as much il s

osite

PAGE
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A Duty that Every Man Owei to Thoe
who Perpetuate the Race.

SEEEHAN AND

REDUCTION

BECK"

t'KlCSK.NT

IN ALL

PARISIAN MUSICAL COMEDY

THE DAINTY

The Girl
From

H is jusi iik Impui'lnnt tluH mi'ii sliuiil'l
know nf
nu'lliods In iih'ilnc? at
motlicriHKKl.
The siinvrinir. pain and distress Incident to child liunrlnx nn be Mislly
nvoidod ly having nf linnd a bottle of
nrt.
Jlother's
This is n wntirti-rfntpetielnillriL'. oxter-lu- ll
all tension
flpiiiicatlMii thai rdli've
the
wiisvh'K
ami piiahles hem to expand
upon
without the p.iinful Rtrnln tinon the
Thim IliiTe Is nvolded all those nervous spells ; the tendency to nausea or innrn- iriK Klckniss Is fouuteracted, and a bright,
"'"my. hnppy disposition Is preserved that
fleets
up(,u tile character and
ti
little one soon to open
temperament
its eyes in hewildcrmeuf nl the joy of Ills
Ymi
nrrlvnl.
can nht:tln
a bottle of

FIVE

MILLINERY
MRS.W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave.

ment.
The finest line or Klectrical Glass1 19 San Francisco
:
:
Santa Fe. New Mexicobecause it is packed in
St.,
ware ever displayed in this city.
aroma-ligh- t
cans, ever- - Klnagey & Ervien.
The Art Studv Class of tile Santa
fresh.
Ke Woman's Chib will meet with Miss
,f
WITH
Atkinson at Ihe home of Mrs. Jacob
and
in Mb,
cans;
...
jWelimer on Monday afternoon at .'Mt(, ..'. i.'t...i" .
i
cleanly granulated; moneyback.
three o'clock. The subject for ,nn SI .00, and it will be Ihe hcsl .lolli.eV wrrh
and
idav will be ''The History of Knrly'ynu ever i.Wnln.il. It preserves the motli- era Health, enables her to noike a quick
CASHED COUPONS OF
.,
jCreek Art." essayist Mrs. Carl Hisliop. ntwi ,.,r.i..t .... .... ' '
D. ROCKEFELLER
JOHN
'.
OF
DISPLAY
,...,.
MAGNIFICENT
,,,,,,
THE
1
she
''.," "", " Perfect Cast and Chorus
& S. F. R'Y
T
'IMPORTED GOWNS IS THE FIN - herself to the rare ami allcniion which
A Parisian Musical
m"'h to the welfnre of the child.
New York, Nov. 29. .Mrs. Evelyn EgT EVER cHOWN IN ANY CITY. m,nn
Sensation
Wr'"vafu!
Rutherford, the young bride who clipE WHITEHOUSE.
TIME TABLE
with Sparkling
Effervescing
able
and
R.
V.
peo coupons from a batch of John D.
book
instrneilve
of
irmdnnce
for
Boyle,
preliminary Meeting
Tunes and Trippling
To Effective January 1st, 1913.
Rockefeller's bonds and cashed tliem jmvly appointed captain in the nation - r l'lil1dni,,'ll,,,'- - G a bottle ot Moth- Melodies.
was given a j., guard, and others interested in the
to the amount of
'
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to consuspended sentence yesterday, utter (formation of a new militia company
16
16
MUSICAL KilS
nect with No. 3 westbound and
pleading guilty to grand larceny. She !i,r.re, ave called a meeting of al! per MANY DELEGATES TO
No. 10 eastbound.
" Before I Had the Measles " CLEO,
was instructed to report once a week iSOns interested in this work for Tues
THAT
ATTEND SUFFRAGE SESSIONS.
GUARANTEED FOR
for five years to probation officers, Uay evening at S o'clock al Ihe Arm-- ;
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Returning,
and to lead a life of honesty, on P?n - ,c,r y,
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
Washington. I). C, Nov. 2!!. Confer
m.
Findmuffences between suffrage leades and a
I,' 1ST Black Lynx fur
nlty ot several years Imprisonment,
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuPrices, 75c, $1.00. and $1. 50
Mrs. Rutherford obtained posses- rr rcfirn to .Janet G. Howard, 102 Ulendy incoming of delegate marked
querque, locally, and to Pacific
sion of the coupons while employed nin:elf. street and claim reward.
jibe opening here today of the tony
Coast points.
School: ijfth annual convention or the Nation-- :
as a clerk in the office of the South-- i
Whirlwind Tour County
New Mexican Want Ads. always
Leave Scnta Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
ern Pacific Railroad company. After Superintendent John Vincent Conway n American Woman's Suffrage Asso-bring results. Try it.
ner.t with No.
westbound, and
her arrest, she made restitution of the! will leave next week on a whirlwind ;piarj,,n.
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
'tour of the school districts in the
full amount.
vi1h Dr. Anna Howard Shaw. Miss
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
county. This will be .Mr. Conway 8 Addnms, and other members of tile
train for clovls and Yer.ot Val
second "swing of the circ le," and If official board present, questions per- will visit every district lie inspected. inJ,,inR 0 Hie conduct of the big conley points.
what nn- vi nlkui were taken up and plans were
a short time ago, lo see
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,,
YYYYYYtYyYYtYtYYYYYYY
Am Yau
laid for the work to be undertaken
;provemenls have been made.
m.
BARGAINS. next week.
Edward Otero is here from I.os
RIBBON
SPECIAL
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con35c to 50c THIS
VALUES FROM
Lunas, visiting relatives.
Practically nil of the delegates from
nect with No. 7 westbeund 'srv
25c AT THE WHITE HOUSE, all pnrts of the United States arrived
Senator T, IJ. Catron is in Las
ryln-- j El Paso sleeper, alt No.
W. B. T. Extends Thanks The Wo- today.
nas on legal business.
4 eastbound.
to exti w Vodn,. a i p. iw-- o man's Tlourd of Trade wishes
The
Everything In Hardware.
arrive Sar.ta Fe 1:30 p.
Returning,
11 JURORS
iprt.s through the columns of
t.irnev is in the citv todav.
SECURED
tn.
IXpw Mexican ils sincere tlutiius io
IN CRAIG TRIAL
F. J. Otero, a well known resident, ot all t hose who assisted
in
various
. M. WICKHAM
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.'
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conAlbuquerque, is at the Montezuma.
ways by donations anu neip, m i"c
29.
The
nect witn No. 8 eastbound, and
Shelbyville, Ind.. Nov.
Dr. F. B. Itomeio of Las Vegas, is time of the Halloween Fete, to make
unmurder
trial adjourned today
No. 9 westbound.
Craig
havin
the
few
city,
Rpcndinf;
days
it a success; and they also appreciate til Monday morning with the jury box
1i:3t
ing rnadt the trip in his car.
Returning, arrive Santa
the unfailing courtesy shown them and still unfilled.
On three different oc
a. r,i.
State Senator B. F. Pankey ot the interest manifested in the varioti" casions counsel for the defense unbranches of the work.
Santa Fe county, has gone to
pounced that they were satisfied with
Mot Springs for rheumatic treattor
Call
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All the jury, but each time the state found
makers. A
and
odors
ment.
Uie
favorite
SAIE AT ALL "
to some member of the temDISTRIBUTOR OF
objection
Reports.
and prices.
panel and had him excused by IFOR
Judge 11. F. Raynolds of Albuquer- big assortment all sizes on your
list. porary
means of the peremptory challenge.
que, arrived last night to sit on the Do sure to put this down
Eleven jurors seem to be acceptable
bench here. He is registered at the Zook's, The Rexall Store.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Interment in St. Louis The body of to both sides but the difficulty is being
De Vargas hotel.
all
of
Soda
Waters
kinds
of
former
druggist
from
Pure
the
made
Distilled
Manufacturer
encountered in obtaining the twelfth
of Morris O'Connell,
Professor and Mrs. Dowden,
mssEmsm&BBBaBCafter a lin- num.
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Raton, are visiting Chief Justice and who died here Wednesday
Louis
to
St.
sent
wali
illness,
on
gering
at
C.
home
their
J.
Mrs.
Roberts
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
DRY GOODS
tor burial. Mr. O'Connell was about
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
DOLF SELIGMAN
CO,
Palace avenue.
35 years of age, and came to Santa
Bids for f,.; u,nn,iiH' s;:,-- months'
S. t3. Grant., formerly of Omnia,
health.
for
his
"several
Fe
years ago
for the state penitentiary will lie
,
M., and now a merchant at
At llrst he Improved, and he felt so received until It o'clock a. m., TuesbusiNeb., who has spent the past ten well
feed
that lie engaged in the
Supplies
days here, left this morning for the ness here. He was a member of the day, December llth. liil.'!.
consits of groceries, meals, clolhing,
east.
local .lodge of Klks and had many leather, grain, etc. A list of these
Miss Murphy of Albuquerque, a friends in this city- - PROPRIETOR.
VV. A. WILLIAMS,
supplies with conditions and blank
teacher in the schools of that, city who
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
THE LARGEST DISPLAY OF HOL- proposals will be furnished upon appliFOR
lias been a guest for the past few IDAY GOODS NOW OPEN
THE cation lo the superintendent.
AT
INSPECTION
days of Miss Manette Myers, left for YOUR
By order of the Board of Peniten
her home today.
WHITE HOUSE.
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $ 1 1.95
of tiary Commissioners.
$18.
members
The
ReDance
Alvan N. White, stale superintendHack and Baggage Lines.
Delightful
.
JOHN B. McMAXFS, Supt.
V. the "H. S. R." club, composed of High
R.
and
ent
of
public instruction,
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
Dated:
October
11th,
Fe,
Santa
l!i.n,
stocked. Best Rigs you
get.
X M.
Asplund, chief clerk in the depart- school youths, gave a dance at Library
ment returned yesterday from Albu hall last night and it was a huge, sucTWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT StRVICE.
SADDLE PONIES.
PHONE
FRANCISCO ST.,
therewas
and
Tt
was
informal,
the
cess.
querque, where they had been for
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Miss
more
enjoyable.
Coine Eearly With Your
fore all the
past week.
the musDr. and Mrs. Butt and Paul Butt Gerrish's orchestra furnished syncopatthe
of
was
of
it
will leave for Albuquerque next week ic and much
dance the
to make their home in the Puke City. ed variety, to make anyone
one step. There were
French
graceful
for
I have
down
there
been
Frank Butt has
recently arrived from
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
with the Boston dip
some months managing a large drug other steps, too,
and am prepared to do
Chicago
S.
"R.
The
them.
urnminent
among
in
store. Robert. Butt will remain
first class dress making, as well
11." club (the meaning of the initials
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
as experienced in Spirilla cor
Santa Fe.
r
is a profound secret) will give anom-eset fitting. Each corset guaran
The Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Shinier,
'The West Point of the Southwest.
dance in December. The boys hope
teed for a year not to break or
who spent the past few days in the
to make enough money out of these
rust. My parlcrs are in the Old
Duke City, are expected home this ev
which
Ranked as "Distinguished
to
"social"
a
Unless you own
tc
give
dpnees
Barracks.
ening. The Rev. Mr. Shinier will (ill ti.re will be no charge for admission.
or blow
see
Institution " by the U S. his
St.
tomorrow
at
as
usual
pulpit
Plan. An innovation
Metropolitan
B.
O.
War Department.
John's Methodist Episcopal church.
ir. the form of an "All Day Thanks201 West Palace Ave., Phone 20JW.
t':
Located Id the beautiful Peooi
Hal Dunham, a prominent young giving Dinner" was offered the people
Valley. 8. TOOfeetabove sealevel.
AFTER
business man of Attica, Kansas, was of Santa Fe on Thursday last when
NOW,
Bunsbloe every day. Open air
an arrival in the city last evening, the Majestic Cafe, following, the idea
work throughout the entire sea
coming up from the Duke City, where of many of the big hotels and cafes
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N M.
lion.
Conditions for physical
he went to meet his old school chum, of the large cities, had a complete
and mental development are
n?TTYREALESTATE.: HAYWARD HAS IT.
Bob Walton, also of Kansas, and who Thanksgiving Dinner Bill of Fare run
::::
TDEAI. such as cannot be found
has been in Alaska for the past six ning from 11: 30 a. m. to 8 p. m. Everyelsewhere In America. Fourfeast Where Quality Governs the Pric,e
teen officers Rnd Instructors, all
months.
thing that goes to make up the
graduates from standard East'
'
2.4
Robert Walton, of Wichita, Kans., on that day was oft'ercd the patrons,
and Price the Qualify
Ten buXdlnga,
em colleges.
who has been in Nome, Alaska, for including the roasted porker, turkey,
modern in every respeot.
etc.,
the past six motiths engaged in look- cranberries, celery, roman punch,
Betenta
ing after large mining interests of his and It. was voted a complete success
. A. CAHOON, President.
father arrived last evening and will as 126 Santa Feans partook of the
B. RHEA,
GO.
remain sightseeing for a week or ten hospitality of the proprietors of that
STATES BANK
1
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
by popular resaurant, and guests carried
days, and will be entertained
JOHN W. POM, Secretary.
friends while sojourneying in the away with them a memento in the
W. A. F1NLAY.
will be
"City with the Open Gate."
shape of carnations. This plan
and
illustrated
r For particulars
The Misses Itamona and Anita Baca followe out also on the Xraas nouaddress,
poputo
become
daughters of Mrs. Fannie Baca of days, and promises
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Washington avenue returned last ev- lar.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
Days
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
ening from Albuquerque, where they
j
exwent to attend the wedding of their wholesome fun, too. One of our
of good cheer-o- f
chum. Miss Grace Grimmer. They Kodaks will help you to entertain and
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good living. Yes,
were participants in several social amuse yourself and others. Buy them
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
you'll now find
functions tendered Miss Grimmer pre- ot Zook's, The Rexall Store
section is woRTHextra good
our
liminary to the ceremony and they
J. B. LAMY,
had a general good time viBiting with WHILE YOUR INSPECI IUN.
in
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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prices.
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Come
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vhich burned crops, the farmers Bold
of course
in
To EI Paso, Bisbee', Douglass
Last week was a very active one in off their stock and face a cold,fc.. dreary
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Indeed."
winter
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to
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New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico
the real estate line.
ana
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NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to
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AT.
tJrant
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Many people are awake to the fact .v .
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FRESH OYSTERS,
,KEW MfcXlUAfl PKLNTIMj CO.
s
that real bargains are to be had now
this year he.3 pen the worst in
.Local Agents fur
conIs
GROWN
HOME
FANCY
CELERY,
Nebraska
as
a decade as far
that may never be open again.
hard
and
"'Talk
drought,
about
I have this week some very desir- cerned.
HEAO LETTUCE,
CALIFORNIA
If
1
Wernicke
in New Mexico," he continued,
able small ranch propositions that times
"let your people be cheerful, rememSWEET
POTATOES,
Bookcase
sumwill soon be picked up. These are
"Elastic"
tho
where
bering there are places
The
close in.
mers work far greater havic.
GRAPE FRUIT,
and Desk combined.
On this week's bargain list are two braces climate of New Mexico Is of
Uie
to
settler.
ORANGES, GRAPES,
t great reward
A Desk Unit with few or
very desirable modern cottages that tself been
said that we cannot live
many Book Units as desired.
It has
TABLE RAISINS.
a few hundred dollars will close the
The only perfect combination
on climate, but once you get away
FTp,
desk and bookcase ev made. IKOSSnsSfSSES
deal.
from the New Mexico brand you will
attrac- - JSlSawJf'S'Bft'il
convenient,
II
Roomy,
If you are looking for a cottage to find it has much to do with cue's
L
5
tive. We want to show yo
and
prosperity,
professional
possiits advantages apd
rent I have VERY desirable houses, personal
SIpStpeiaZBp j
CO.
MM
bilities. Oil, write orphan'
for stimulating air and bright sun- H. S. KAUNE
l
elegantly furnished, and some unfin- shine furnish a daily Impetus to do
"
as about it.
jFor Rate and Full Information, Address
ished.
good work."
Where PHcm
El Paso, Texas.
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
See "TOWNSEND,"
New Mexican Tant Ads. always
The Real Estate Man. bring results. Try it.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-door

HJI

tM

ft Booklet

painted beauties of the metropolis
YANKEES
D
are not noticed when JUss bong is in
has
she
where
show
the
box
at
her
about her a constant ring of admirers.
WHEN HERE
In this case, at least, the doctor is
of
the
position
wrong on his judgment
of the girl who likes the
THEIR
UNLESS THE CHINESE CHANGE
Tlie athletic stunt, can be overdone
to be sure, and the fair complexion of
MISERABLE
AS
BE
WILL
THEY
WAYS
the girls can be baked to a redness
UNDER THE REPUBLIC AS EVER."
that is not beautiful, but one does not
need to overdo it. The athletic bent
which Catherine Elkins possessed did
Herbert Quick.
not detract from her attractiveness
Author of "On
and beauty and it does not In the (By Herbet Quick,
Board the Good Ship Earth,", etc.,
not
has
done
It
case.
surely
average
and Editor of Farm and Fireside.)
this in the instance of the western girl
(Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
in the horse show In New York.
Enterprise Association.)
is
Our old friend, Wu
AMONG THE EDITORS. the most cosmopolitan of Chinamen.
the Yankees when
He
over here, and if sent to the court of
Thankful.
smartest diaThe taxpayers of Chaves county are St. James would talk the
in London.
thankful that it is no worse than it is. lect of the smartest set
For Mr. Wu is one of the smartest
Itoswell Record.
men on earth.
Once in a While.
He asks a mighty interesting quesOnce in a great while you will en
counter a fellow who made money tion in the interview he accorded to
buying mining stock. Clovis Journal. Edwin J. Dingle. "Let us once get our
masses in China educated as AmeriWho Is He?
The governor of Delaware advo- cans are educated, and China, now
cates the whipping post; and who is
the governor of Delaware, anyhow?
Albuquerque Herald.
OUT-YANKEE-

EDITORIAL ROOMS 3

llie Habit of the newspapers, big and little, of the country
:... .'.itnr-.u- l
on th. Mexican situation, and it is a question
student of at--;
eoncernine 'which' the average person, and even the average
fairs, knows little about.
The editor of most of the dailies of the country cannot understand the
to get at the
delicate issues of this important question, as he has no chance
inside facts or those things, that influence the administration in the policy
diplomatic matter.
it adopts in
individual
Thus the editorials that are constanly bens put out are but the
which they are not familiar and
opinion of persons, upon a subject with
are attempting to
o cannot always give the true condition of the case they
"
is a fair subject of deNaturally, the domestic policy of the government
country as those
bate and argument on the part of the newspapers of the
in contact, but it is
are the things with which they are constantly brought
the editors of the newspapers to understand the ins and
imB,ihi
to them.
outs of the foreign conditions and this country's relations
in a speech, the other
s great a student of affairs as .Joseph Choate,
of Commerce, expressed what is really
night before (lie New York Chamber
the
of
regarding the Mexican policy of the
people
sentiment
the general
administration.
to appeal to
The speech of Choate was a patriotic one and one that ought
the citizen and the editor as well as the reader. Among other things this
scholar, diplomat and attorney said:
"What is the most stirring thing that agitates the hearts of the American
do with Mexico or what
people today? It is Mexico. What are we going to
ia Mpvinn noino: to do with US?
has

i.

.....

.

Before getting married a loving
couple near East St. touts recently
swore to an affidavit that they had
never loved anyone else.
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THE CONTINUED ADVANCE

ThanksWe still have with us the problem as to the reason why the
most expensive that the average
giving dinner of Thursday last was the
American has ever eaten.
cost
Rvpiv nne of the staDle products that go to make up the livingto 100
mnmiilv and purely advanced, until today we are paying from
h
ars ago and from 15 to 50 per cent more
percent more than we paid ten
the
than we paid six years ago fur the same things that went to make up
ThfinliMim-ini-

i

tea?!

as eggs potatoes meats
tooking at each of the necessary products, such
"
i'
ami butter, we find that each one ot tneni nas kuiib
are iii the face of the present condition of a tremendous raise in the percent
of cost.
The worst of it all is that there seems no relief in sight and the only
of all the commodities
present indication is that we are to see the prices
that go to make the cost of living, advance.
conIt is said by the department of agriculture that the cause of the
tinued advance in the cost of eggs is because of the reluctance on the part
of the
of the hen to do her full duty, and that the drought and hot weather
to work.
last summer took the ambition out of her so she was not willing
This is begging the question and would seem to indicate that the department is shielding the cold storage men and the combination which they have
out of the
formed wherebv there are today millions of dozens of eggs held
withmarket for a shortage so that the price can be held up. The same Is,
of all those
out doubt, true of the meat proposition and of dairy products and
consumer.
necessary things which are a part of the living of the average
as
We are being taught that the tariff was not the cause of the trouble,
to help any and that
there is no indication that the present policy is going
when
the campaign speeches were not based on sound philosophy and fact,
serious prob- the orator claimed that a practical free trade would solve the
out for a

If as seems bevond contradiction, the combinations are holding
11
is time fir relief through
raise in pi ices, of the necessary commodities, then
the
considered
present congress, whereby
by
to
be
a
is
that
law and
thing
and the comfort of the people must have some consideration.

the lives
the
The high cost of our living is the real big problem that confronts
American people at the present time.
-

o

BUSY OBSTRUCTIONISTSin

part of its defensive fight against
The jlonPy Tl.ut,t has succeeded
Wilson s efforts to bring it under public control.
and
It has divided those who ought to be Wilson's staunch supporters
deferred the time for a decisive vote in the senate.
the Democratic
The public should bear clearly in mind the names of
has been
senators through whom this Fabian obstruction to currency reform
accomplished. They are:
Reed of Missouri.
Hitchcock of Nebraska; and
O'Gorman of New York.
was sent to the senate
The attitude of the latter is not surprising. He
bv' the interests which Wilson is fighting.
the great
But the other two came from stale in wlilcli unquestionably
with what Wilson is striving to do.
majority of the people are in sympathy
folks there learn plainly
Their position cannot be upheld at home if the
Wh8T)eIay though dangerous, is not fatal. Wilson has not played his last
He' has dealt with the men whom the people have sent to congress
card
As a Democrat, he has tried
at the same time or before they chose him.
to meet the new needs. Should the
to make his party an effective instrument
or falter, there will remain a direct
narty control as now constituted fail
is elective and the Issue
anneal to the folks back home. The senate now
obstructionist seeks a new tenure of
an
wherever
debate
for
public
is proper
PWtTi
notipnee with the men who, professing support, haves been play-is
It
man
best.
to
first
every
marked.
He
appeals
heen
i.a
when to go over the senators' heads to the
for aim. of course, to determine
constituencies they represent.
but It will dawn for the
There Is another day." says Murphy. Yes,
So It still looks as If the vicother fellows as well as for the Tammanyites.
tory is holding good.
as
Sulser will do well not to take the victory over Tammany
to show the people something yet on his own
has
He
one.
a pereonal
account.

...

THE

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT.

Locked Out.
How often things seem to occur at
just the wrong time and when we
No Use.
happen to be in the wrong position
to have them happen. If something
An exchange remarks that it sees
we
everywant
occur
to
is
automoparticular
no use for the
thing to be just as it should be, that bile hearse, since most of us can get
the time when things go awry there soon enough, anyhow. Itaton
and we are caught napping
Range.
On Thursday, there, were about sixNo Relief.
ty teachers in Santa Fe who had stopThe tax question in New Mexico is
ped over to see some of the things
over, and there are no
which we have been raving about and just boiling
signs of relief appearing on the horitelling all the people of and urging zon yet. Springer Stockman.
them to come and see. These teachAnother One.
ers took us at our word, and came up
Another case of misappropriated
from Albuquerque to look at some of
the things we had been bragging of. energy is that one where the high
Thev wanted to see the old church school graduate is writing poetry for
d nfter gQme effQrt prof Wagner the magazines for pay. Portales Hersucceeded in getting that building op ald.
Never Safe.
en bo the visitors could have a chance
It is never safe to plot another man's
over.
to look the ancient building
Then they wanted to see Candelario's downfall. Things have a way of arat least, the
store and when they went down there ranging themselves;
often go
it was closed tight and they missed plans of the shrewdest
the opportunity of seeing the great wrong. Taos Recorder.
Get Together.
curio shop. Then they started for
No important development is likely
the point of which they had heard
the most and which they were so to come unless a group of people get
Schools,
anxious to go through. It was the together and work for il.
Old Palace of the Governors. They roads and churches all come as a retried one door and then anotner. iney sult of a community spirit which debring about improvecalled, to see if someone were not in termines to Spanish-Americathe building.
They read the sign ment. Roy
Plenty In Town.
gundays mi Ilolidays from
Over in Artesia an orchadist has
2 to 5."
But the sign and the condi
tion were not working together. The baled all the tumbleweeds to use as
teachers from different points in the a smudge for his fruit trees next
state who had come here especially spring. The oil in these weeds makes
to see the things which we so freely a hot fire and by compressing them
and extensively advertised were bar- it is claimed they make a fine smudge
red out and took the 3:30 train from with much heat by which to raise
Las
the Ancient City, not feeling very the temperature above freezing. turn-!
Cruces would gladly offer the
we
the
that
idea
and
having
kindly
were in the bunco game or dealing in bleweed about town for this purpose
as most of the vacant lots are covfalse pretenses.
with them. Las Cruces Republiered
It was really too bad, and it will can.
give us one black eye in one direction,
and will not aid in any attempt to get
those particular teachers to help Santa Fe in getting the state meeting at
a future date. It would be well to do
as we advertise or not advertise.
Those who came out of the way to
see us and met with the reception
these teachers did, did not go hence
with any better feeling toward the
city, judging from their looks.
Let it be said that Prof. Wagner
and J. D. Sena did their best to make
good the hospitality of Santa Fe and
to show the interesting features, but
they could not do it all.
The Western Girl.
I cannot well understand how any
one in this day can say a word against
the
life and the exercise
that some of our girls so delight in
taking and which makes them more
beautiful than ever.
I saw a description of the horse
show in New York and the appear
ance of the girl from the west who
had her horse there showing the eastern women how to really ride. The
winds of the west had put the sparkle
in her eve and the fine color in her
cheek and the radiance of perfect
health to every movement. She was
But
the observed of all observers.
you will always find the kicker and
that is
the objector to everything
done and there must always be the
fellow who does not believe in doing
it that way and can always see someIn this case the obthing wrong.
jector was a certain Doctor T. C.
Shaw, an English
expert, if you know what that is.
He says that the development that
the women of this day seem to so enjoy is all to the bad and makes them
hard of feature and coarse grained
and not fit for the matrimonial market.
The sapient doctor does not seem
to notice that, judging from the reports, the western girl is the one of
all others who is attractive to the
masculine element present and the

surplus and it will generate

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

a

thankful

Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Nov.

UP IN METROPOLIS
New York, Nov. 29. "Ham and"
just eggs" will cost 5 cents more an
order to the patrons of a long chain
of lunchrooms operated by a big res
taurant company in this city.
It was said at the executive office of
the company that If the egg market
does not break soon it will be necessary to advance egg orders 5 cents in
all its restaurants throughout
the
country.
It is believed that hundreds of other restaurant keepers, big and little,
will follow suif and boost the price
of egg orders.
New Mexican Want Ads.
bring results. Try It.

BILLIARD

PARLORS,

of

the Famous

"BILLY" CATTON,
lors and Instruct ttrose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room i.jr those who cater
to the pastime.

HERBERT QUICK.

But so long as the Chinese birthrate
remains as high as it now is, the people will outnumber their resources.
Wu
says that the Chinese
have copied many useful things from
the western nations. The thing they
need most to copy they have not imitated the low western birthrate. So
long as their present multiplication
continues poverty will continue; and
so long as poverty persists, education
is only a dream.
Wu
speaks of a time
when all Chinese will be as well educated as Americans. He must give
the boys and girls time to study or
they can never become educated. He
must give them prosperity so that they
may think of something else besides
food and children or his education will
do no good.
There is a lesson in this for all nations. Enlightenment, education, pros
perity all these are easy to the enlightened, educated and prosperous
people. But general and grinding poverty like that of China is
Our only hope for our own
democracy is that our masses may
never complete their descent into that
gulf. China may climb out of It; but
if she does and we all hope she- may
her rising will be a miracle the like
of which this world has never seen.
It Is easy to go down, hard to come
Ting-Fan-

j

g

EVERYONE WELCOME

1

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use
get the best, as it is

the cheapest, and

ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,

1

i
La Salle Hotel
i

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. Aj'.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines),
good companies, good protection

I

CHARLEY (iANN,

Prop'r

European Plan.

WOOOY'S STAGE LINE

Electric Lights and Baths.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection. Steam1 Heat,

From

RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
24 1 San Francisco Street.

Near

Corner Plaza,

S. W.

"I

Fast Express or
Slow Local Train
Mr. Manufacturer, if you wanted to go to New York would you
take the local or the fast express?
Both .would get you there.
But the express would get you
there much quicker and at less
expense in time.
Newspapers are the fast express trains in advertising. They
get you where you want to go
quicker and at less expense than
And the
any other medium.
other traveling companions are
very desirable friends of yours
the local dealers who handle

your goods.
Ever hear of the
way to travel to greater sales?
Wrrite the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Association,
World
Building, New York.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and srrlvts at.
Taos at 7 p m.
Ten miles shorter than any othar
way. Good covered hacxs ana too
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial msn o take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudi
itatlon.

NW MAYES
INSURANCE

,

Fire, Life, lAccldent1
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land drants, Etc'

Surety
Ol

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

PRIVATE

up.

SERVICE

AMBULANCE
ELECTRIC
STRIKE IS SETTLED

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST PLOOK)

-

GENERAL

INSURANCE
The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

who will manage his billiard par-

29.

HAM AND" GOES

1

MARCUS CATT0N,

Ting-Fan-

Karl
Hagerstown,
j.Tones, a passenger brakeman on the
Berkeley 'Springs branch of the Balti
more and Ohio Railroad, displayed
rare heroism, when he saved Mrs.
Alexander Walters and Mrs. William
Spillman from being run over at Hancock station by the Interstate Flyer,
one of the Baltimore and Ohio's fastest trains.
They were crossing the tracks, each
leading a small child. The women did
not see the
train.
Shouts of warning were raised, but
the women, confused, looked in the
wrong direction. Seeing their danger,
Jones leaped from the baggage tar at
tached to his train, ran over the in- tervening space, grabbed Mrs. Walters
in one arm and Mrs. Spillman in the
other, and with a shove and a leap,
just manager to clean the track as the
express, running thirty minutes late,
thundered by.
Md.,

THOS. DORAN, Frorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

Son

lic.

$245,000.00,

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

Has Engaged at a Great Expense,

j

SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

MONTEZUMA

that she has dropped the fetters of
naroyalty, will become the greatest
tions of the earth yes, even greater
than the Vnited States!"
A republic of
300,000,000
people
ni.iv he no better off and no greater in
'all that makes up the true grandeur
of a nation than one of infinitely
smaller proportions. How can the
Chinese republic be any better or
greater as a nation than the Chinese
empire? By one way only more individual plenty, and consequently
more general happiness.
Unless the Chinese change their
ways they will be as miserable under
the republic as they have ever been.
They are forever afraid of famine, or
suffering it. The republic has no
recipe for curing famine,
A recipe may be found, to be sure,
Kngineering works may- - be built for
the reclamation of great areas of
lands now subject to floods. The
Chinese coal mines may become the
fuel depot of the world. The republic
may find water power which will
make labor more efficient. Thus a living might be found for millions moro
than now inhabit the flowery repub-

OF

The Montezuma Hotel

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

NERUY BRAKEMAN
SAVES 2 WOMEN

j

SURPLUS UNO PROFITS,

CAPITAL,

wilto

garu lo iviexico. j uimit j uuum uhhi,j
knew what that policy was.
Hut there is only one man who knows that policy and he very wisely
keeps his own counsel.
but one
"It is a very trving situation; it is a very dangerous situation,
the heart and the head of every
thing 1 know and for one thing I appeal to
in this trying situation there
gentleman present in this chamber tonight: that
of the
is but. one duty for all of us, and thai is to stand by the President
Vnited States.
"Vou m.iy call it diplomatic business, you man call is executive business,
but it is fair to assume that the president is in possession or inrorinauon
of the chamber of
vastly superior to that which even aU of the members
commerce possess. Hi knows what he is about. He knows what he is niming
at."
That Is rare good sense and it has the right, ring.
We can trust Woodrow Wilson.
ra

AS

a

round.

year

Ting-Fan-
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"'ate

spiru ine
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PASS THE MEDAL TO 'EM,

THE PRESIDENT
TRUST b'en
--

""

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

PHONES:

II

Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's Newo Today

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

to those who are practicing habits of thrift and economy
and are thereby assuring their future success.
The Bank Book is the text of Economy studied by
worthy men and young men.
Get one of your own by opening an account in this
strong bank then every day will be Thanksgiving Day
with you.

new and
Ambulance
A

Up-to-d- ate

SANTA FE

NEWMEXICO

Espanola Livery Barn

for the

LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Schnectady, N. Y., Nov. 29. ConTransfer of Invalids
ferees reached an official agreement
at
or
Night
Day
Good Teams, Kigs and
for settlement of the strike at the
Prices.
General Electric company plant today.
ajt
A copy of the agreement was sent to
live
live
the trades alliance for approval. The
prices.
Phone 130 Main.
agreement contemplates the
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
of the shops next Monday on
either part or full time as the comSATISFACTION GUARANTEED
pany see fit.
Ada.
Mexican
Want
New
always
the
was
ratified
The
by
pact
peace
always
Phone Livery, : : : Espanola. N.
bring results. Try it.
Trades Alliance at nooa.
Rea-sona-

C. A. RISING,

,

Drivers at all times
and let

i

PACK SEVEN
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

29,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

'WANTS
A WOMAN'S PROBLEM

OPINIONS DIFFER ON THANKSGIVING WAS
I

;

Heater gives iust that
in very cold weather.
need
touch of extra comfort you
Oil

A PERFECTION Smokeless

Jt

LABOR TOPICS
GOMPERS

' It gives warmth where the ordinary
i chases the chill from the breakfast-roo-

heat does not go. It
or bedroom in a
has automatic Perfection
few minutes. This year's model
made
rewicking
(cannot smoke)
locking
insures
heat.
even
font
Flat
easy.
the same time
Light, easy to handle, clean; durable, and at
ornamental.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

I

I

m

'

flame-spread-

f

OTHERS

PLEASED;

OF CONSEQUENCE

PRICES FOR CHIEF

SAY

DID NOTHING

AR0R CONGRESS

VERY COSTLY

!

AGOTHE

AND WAS

COST

HAS

GOING

UP.

MANY

THAN TEN YEARS

TIMES HIGHER

i

FEATURES

INCREASE IN
CONSTANTLY

i

or six room
FOR RENT--Thre- e
Ap-- !
house, furnished or unfurnished.
San Francisco.
ply D. S. Lowitzki,

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION.

LIVING
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to the shed.
30 bowe.ls,
25
.
30
35
Sirloin
Men.
Dr.
bear
so
man
and
Tannus,
grappled.
away,
sluggish; stomach mailed to them by the state land of- - Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Last week John Brennan bought a
20
16 waste, liver gets
20
22
Pork chops
del is prowerflly built.
Abrahams, New York.
fine young horse, which he says he Is
said contracts to provide for the
30
Any person who desires to protest
25 sour.
2a
25
Potatoes
P. L. Rchnabel, Albuquerque.
mother! If fice,
Look at the tongue,
of the pur- against the allowance of said proof,
balance
the
of
going to break to drive. Pa Malcolm
payment
E. F. Mann, Albuquerque.
OINTMENTS
OF
SEWARE
Cleveland.
coated, or your child is listless, cross, chase prices of said tracts of land in or who knows of any substantial
has come over from Des Moines with
Frank Lavan, City.
FOR CATARRH THAT
38 feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't
35
45
48
Eggs
annual installments, with reason under the laws and regulations
J. F. Lyons, Vanadium, Colo.
CONTAIN MERCURY
31 eat heartily, full of cold or has sore, thirty equal
40
41
, of the interior
40
department wny sucn
N. C. Nelson, New York City.
the Butter
as mercury will surely destroy
18 throat or any other children's ailment,
15
17
18
be
Hens
ln -nroof should not be allowed will
GIVE
F. J. Otero, Albuquerque.
"..
. ,
sense of smell and completely derange Potatoes
20 iive
25
20
30
a teaspoonful of California
an opportunity ai me nnnvr
t,,,
E. E. Wentworth Layton, Las Ve the whole system when
giseu
it
entering
rr.
Denver.
Syrup of Figs," then don t
TUMOR gas.
an( such mentioned time and place to
IF I FAIL TO CURE
through the mucous surfaces. Such Eggs
30 because it is per ec. y narn,iess .
inj CANCER or
40
30
40
,
the witnesses of said claim
reservaA.
Des
omiBa,i08.
C.
Moines.
conditions,
GUndi
Johnson,
articles should never be used except Butter
I TRE1T BEFORE it Poisons Bom orDtep
40
. .
35
35
,. rpnir(,d ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
In a few nours an una
o
mBV
Jos.
Simon, Chicago.
on prescriptions from reputable physi
No KNIFE or PAIN
15
14 poison, sour bile and fermenting waste; """" "
18
18
Hens
of that submitted by claimant
T. S. Alford, Denver.
cians, as the damage they will do is Sirloin
15
15 will gently move out of the bowels
,
15
20
FRANCISCO DELX3ADO,
It Pm Until Cirai
flR rtpscribed here.
E. H. Holmes, Chicago.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
nlni'ful nlii.rl
in
15
12
15
18
Register.
John O. A. Otero, Albuquerque.
Hall's Catarrh Pork chops Louisville.
swindl. An ItUnd
derive from them.
plant mftkeatha eura
H. C. M. Coates, Oklahoma City.
F.
J.
manufactured
by
Cheney
Cure,
6UMMTEE
35
25
20
USOLOTE
40
It is easy to understand why an
Mrs- E. J. Smith, City.
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, Eggs
35
40
Any TUMOR. UMT or
35
40
Butter
number of bottles of Foley
rami An tha Ud. face
iV,
is
taken
"
.'
and
directly
M'.J
internally,
acting
,EJ".l
llUl
17
or body long ia CaM
Hens
2217 any sickness.
;...25
contracts Honey and Tar Compound is sold yearunder
Possession
sale.
said
A MAKER OF HEALTH.
upon the blood and mucous surfaces Rib roast
KNtwrMMunHtl"
fig
syrups.
15
17
15
Beware of counterfeit
BOOK
Edward Street,
120--f
In buying Hall's
tag.
bottle of sale for the above described tracts ly. Thos. Verran, 286
A good honest medicine like Foley of the system.
15
16
mt fm; tMUmonuli o(
Ask vour druggist for a
Sirloin .... ....22
Mich., gives an excellent
the
October
sure
1ft,
on
or
before
be
be
Catarrh
will
Cure
get
Houghton,
you
given
to
tbouaaumi eured at bonw
which
of
many
Figs,"
15
15
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Kidney Pills gives health
of "California Syrup
Pork chops
W 1.1TB IU
reason when he writes: "Foley Honey
1914.
Mrs. 0. Palmer, 635 Williow genuine. It is taken Internally and Potatoes
families.
25
20
30
has full directions for babies, chilAHY LUMP III WOMAN'S BREAST
official and Tar Compound has always proven
J.
the
F.
and
hand
in
Ohio,
Witness
s
made
Cheney
Toledo,
by
my
was
grown-upfor
seriously
St., Green Bay, Wis.
St. Louis.
dren of all ages and
relieving
polaosa
la CANCER. ad neitacted alwayi
& Co., Testimonial free.
Look seal of the state land office, this 27th an effective remedy, quickly
40
32
and una quiauy. 111 with kidney and bladder trouble.
42
plainly printed on the bottle.
(Un da (n tin armpit,
in the throat, and stopping
75c per Eggs
Small Mr. Palmer
Price
1913.
Sold
of
tickling
ft
Canearta
druggists.
October,
Prle.
by
Hall
is
wife
Cudai ru.Mitv-wc.tjjwrites: "My
yt
rapid
40
37
42
Butter
carefully and see that it is made by day
the cough with no bad after effects.m
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
t recovering her health and strength bottle.
15
22
the "California f ig syrup ioiuiwu;. (SEAL.)
Rib roast
1212
Pharmacy.
foi
Pills
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Public
Hall's
of
Capital
Take
Commissioner
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"MY FRIEND FROM INDIA "

OFFICIAL.

FA N Dl? F W S

SATURDAY,

lFAY IS GIVEN SIX MONTHS IN
JAIL, $500 FINE cHND

HAS TWO MORE ENGAGEMENTS

QOSTS

the farce garda transportation is expected.
Owing to illness, Mrs. W. G. Hoovcomedy which was presented at the
.Judge William H. Pope, of the V. 9. gallons of peach brandy on which no Elkg theater here Thanksgiving eve er will not accompany the cast, and
Auto Dcliverv Every Hour
Auto Delivery Every Hour
District Court, today sentenced .lames tax had been paid. Evidence was in-a ()Ca
wJU plav t0 audi. her role of Maryan Haste, the society
,
T. Kay of Farmlngton, to six months (reduced to show that Fay had
(.arlsbad aild Koswell. The girl, will be played by Helen Van Norto
barrels
the
on
from
the
turned
him
In the U. S. jail, and imposed
brandy
mvitation ,0 ..g0 on the road.. wag man. AH the others will play their
which he had taken it, and hence the
a fine of $500 with the costs.
ted ,)V Mallager vv
r,Ww-- ,,
original roles.
-'
detliM
me
inilici
ttem
to
nt
nie.nl
"a
read
OF
..
ANOTHER CAR
Ti.n
.... nvprrnl.v
onnta,.
'(,ilr,i'ml
J 11C Dll
i
H7IIV
"
the leading man, and the company
Mr. Caldwell stated that he is manmb by the court ot a motion ror a iiann.
will start for Carlsbad Tuesday morn. aging the tour, the Santa Fe Wotnan'B
new trial made by Judge John K. Me- fh cv.r.e has aroused a great deal jg, making
the trip by motors. There club, under whose auspices the play
,
H
fm- Hu
fro rP rr,imiiat
.....
hi, V ..J
...v (lufuni !inl
wu.iov.. ....
Vi
116 CaSC.
u iola are eleven
uaauni: ui na ......it,was produced here, having kindly conluntj, It
of
said
is
convicted
this
the
first
conviction
that
attempting
recently
H;was
Mr. Caldwell said this morning that sented to allow the players to use the
10 ucuuuu
as
us
nneeu
mi? u. o. Buveiiimciii.
Kinu in
iar asij is planned to reach Roswell Tues costumes that had been provided for
years
,oi
DHL lL this f fltrit la rnnrcrnari
tip. paH
aizamsr 1'HV
"la ntn.
day night, leave Wednesday morning the performance given here.
the
R:a
made
of
office
government clals
the internal revenue
at and
by
charge
PiloneNo-- 4
No. 4
play at Carlsbad
"It was Major Bujac of Carlsbad
a
while
Blthat
distillery at;santa Fe secured the evidence which night. Leaving Carlsbad Wednesday who
managing
Thursday
suggested the ' tour," said Mr.
removed
three led to Fay's arrest.
H; Fannlngton he had
the
will
in
company
morning,
play
Caldwell, "and we believe that the
Roswell Thursday night, starting for cast will be able to give a creditable
stock is $10,000, and divided into $10 Santa Fe Friday morning. If the performance, now that stage fright is
ONE GOOD THING
shares and the concern starts busi- roads are good, little trouble as re- - a thing of the past."
ABOUT THE CARS ness with $4,000 subscribed, held 100
each by the following: Fenton
IN HLbUUULKUUL shares
, Spauldingi James A
BlaiIy Frank
Staplin and Theodore J. Bryant, all of
A complaint has been filed with the
'Albuquerque,
commission
state corporation
by
com-I
Francis E. Wood of Albuquerque
Writs of Error Allowed.
phiiiing against the Albuquerque
The writ of error was allowed, nunc
Traction company. Mr. Wood states
pro tunc as to the date of issuance
t in t lie did not make his complaint to
of the same, and the motion to dismiss
the ommission until after he had the writ of error denied in the sumade it to the officials of the street
court today in the case of J. B.
car company, and that he had not re- prenie
Wood and J. A. Davis, a partnership
WOOD-D- A
ceived even the courtesy of a reply
doing business as the Wood Davis
from the company.
Hardware company plaintiff in eiror.
Mr. Wood's complaint alleges briefly
vs. .1. H. Sloan. The same order was
of
that one day when getting on a car at
in the cases of The Rio- Puer- the court, house to go to his office, he entered
Jas-H.
vs.
A.
co
Irrigation company
was unable to turn the seats over so
ihe could fact the way the car was tro, two cases, and Ihe case of Stephen
ENTIRELY NEW IDEA IN HEATING STOVE CONSTRUCTION
Canavnn vs. Kate Canavau.
going. That some of the seats would;'
j
there
and
stick,
turn hali way over,
iaud ,th-- : the conductor would come
Arguments Completed.
along behind him and kick the seats
Arguments were completed late yescar
into place. Further he says the
terday in the tax case from Chaves
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfacwas absolutely filthy, and evidently county officially known as The South
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
had not been swept for days. He said Springs Ranch and Cattle company,
to the conductor that he thought the the
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
t
company and E. A.
company might at least sweep the Cahoon, vs. the State Board of EquaSTORE Is complete,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
cars. The conductor replied that there lization. It is expected to be several
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make goodwas one good thing about these cars,
days before the supreme court rules
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
and that is "you don't have to ride in the matter although it will proGO TO
in them unless you want to."
bably be expedited because of the fact
see
Other minor complaints are also in- - that the payment of taxes all over the
BEACH MAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
in
Mr.
eluded
Woixlt,
Mr.
petition.
state almost, is held up pending the
'
They BeHevve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."
settlement of this case.
who
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ANDREWS

,

NOVEMBER

29, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS
of Stamped
Beautiful line
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows

for same. Embroidery Seta and
SoEmbroidery Floss In Royal
M. C. and the GreD.
the
ciety,
clan Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

you lo waste your

your legal forms
thnra already printMexican
Printing

Company.
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Next Week

j

J

Vis' HARDWARE

-
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The Soft Coal Stove with a recordThe
stove that converts every ounce of Fuel
into Heat and distributes it in the room
and not up the chimney. On sale next
week at a special low price.
WE INVITE THE ATTENTION

Joyce-Pruit-

-

;

More Fish Coming.

The next fish car to visit this see- jtion will arrive at Raton, Tuesday,-Dec. 2, with 50 cans of brook trout',
land 21 cans of native trout for the
Santa Fe railroad. These fish will be
turned over to Game Warden Trinidad
C. le Baca, andTie will distribute them
in Mora, San Miguel and Santa Fe
counties. Quite a number rof these
fish will be placed In Santa Fe canon.
Informal Complaints Granted.
!
The state corporation commission!
mi
Mmmm
ii hi
qfc.
has secured a refund of $1)0.75 on a
mm m mmmmm warn
shipment of hardware for B. A.!
E TRRATMEN T OF
Knowles of Deming. The commission
V
nas also been informed that an infor.nUMU
z mal complaint asking for a telephone
UIIIU3U
Ull LU
5 in the depot at Des Moines, has been
Ideal accomodations. Write for a Boiklet.
&
N. M. P granted by the Colorado Southern.
CIPES SANATORIUM,

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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Cents a Piece

15

The Clarendon Garden,
SANTA FE, N. M

PHONE 12

JITS

(TW; VX

RONNIN
SLOW- - THE days)
fROW .SHORTER. S

J
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Ancient and Modern Dancing ;., will
be the subject of the paper to be read
by Mrs. W. C. McDonald at the next
meeting of the Santa Fe Woman's
Club to be held in the Palace of the
Governors on Wednesday December g
both
'Ird., at three p m. The Dances
ancient and modern will be illustrated
under the direction of Mrs. A. B.

Test. Those giving the dances are as
follows:
Carl
A Greek Dance By Mrs.
Bishop.
Spanish Dance "The Cacliuca",
Lienau.
The Minuet By Miss Ruth Laugh-liand Mrs. Karl Greene.
The Tango By Mrs. Morley and
Mrs. Renehan.
The "Santa Fe" A new dance dedicated to the Santa Fe Woman's
Club. Presented by Mrs. Gillett and
Miss Marion Bishop.
.

Applications for Parole.
The following prisoners have applied for parole. Action on same will
be taken at the meeting
of the
commissioners
board of penitentiary
on December Stth, 1913:
Jose Felipe Montoya, Bernalillo
county; Lorencla Campos, Luna county; J. L,. Harrington, McKinley county; Harry C. Williams, Guadalupe
g county; Felipe Portillo, Otero county;
Charles Bell, Lincoln county. Charles iTWO PETITIONS ARE
FILED AGAINST 150
Maier, Colfax county; Eldon Guy Bill,!
PROPERTY OWNERS
Manning's!
Jack
Torrance county;
Brother, (Navajo), McKinley county.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Wade, Jr.,
Seeks Grounds For Uncle Sam to
Pay Only 70 Per Cent.
Use as Site for Hu9e Lake To Be
Th taxation muddle which Hub re-- !
Formed by Elephant Butte Dam,
suited in a practical cessation of the
payment of taxes in the various conn
Two petitions were filed about (i
ties will make itself felt Monday, Dec.
Iu the fed-llBt, in the payment of the salaries of o'clock yesterday evening
court by Assistant V. S. Attorney
state officers. It was announced at eral
E. C. Wade, Jr., for the Cnited States
the state treasurer's office today that
150 land and property owners
salaries could no be paid In full Mon- against
on ground that will be submerged
day but that each person would be when the
Elephant Butte reclamation
given a check for 70 percent of the
project is put through. The effort to
amount due.
condemn this tract of land In Sierra
j

i

-

j

county will affect the Catholic church
Arguments in Renehan Case.
property at Cantarecio. Other prop-Arguments in the Renehan disbar- erty owners live In various parts of
3
i
ment case was heard In the supreme the country.
court today and It was expected that
That
the entire day would be devoted to
Coffee
this case. Tp to noon, Attorney Genand men
his
first
V.
had
made
F.
eral
Clancy
-- STYLES
C.HANCJC
AVlinl" lias happened to
speech, and E. R. W'right of counsel
TOO, AND a7. KEEP UP
for Mr. Renehan had about half finishcoffee wlion it 'a stale?
ed when a recess was taken at noon
BUT
WITH THE TIMES
E. A. Mann
2 p. m..
until
Attorneys
It lias given off part of
SQUARE PEAL INC?
and J. H. Crist are also to be heard.
There was nothing sensational in the
WE
NEVER CHANGES.
its flavoring essence like
arguments this morning, both' speakARE HEREWITH THE
ers going into the case very fully as
perfume in an uncorked
t 5AML OLD
QUA RE.
developed by the evidence. Attorney
E. R. Wright attacked the testimony
s
bottle; and the rest lias
of Silviano Roybal and also that of
been tainted with foroigu
THE Senator Catron where it conflicted
THE MAN WHO WILL NOT CHANGE HIS MIND HAS NONE.
MEN WHO SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES,
with Mr. Renehan's testimony and at
odors.
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYING MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
several times referred to the mysteWHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE rious undercurrents at work in this
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS.
The only way to keep
NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS case.
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YE AR.
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTH ING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
District Judge H. F. Raynolds sits In
coffee fresh after roasting
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE ST ILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEEDjthis case in place of Justice R. H.
CHANGING
THAT IS THE SQUAR E DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU Hanna. There was quite a few Bpec- is to pack it promptly into
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
tators today, many of them being at
torneys.
aroma-tigh- t
cans
as is

r

resolved
tvmejs thanc;e:
change

7i-fE-

wth

-

5
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WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE

IT."

$10,000 Bond

PHONE

ash!

uy For

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Al. O'CONNELL,

Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 2S0.

14

Forfeited-Th-

supreme court recently declared forfeited the bond of Jose Sanchez
y Arm! jo, in the sum of $10,000 when
Armijo, having failed to perfect his
appeal to the supreme court, was not
brought to Santa Fe to begin his sentence. It was then learned that he
had left the Btate, and yesterday the
attorney filed suit to collect the
from the bondsmen of Armijo,
Juan Sanchez y Vigil and German
Armijo was sentenced to
jContreras.
serve from 50 to 60 years for a
committed in 1912 in Socorro
county.
$10,-00- 0

doue with Schilling's Best.
Preserved in its aroma;
and
granulated; Mb,
cans; moneyback.
b

X NOTICE

TO MILK CONSUMERS
November 2fith, 1913. X

Owing to the advance in the X
f
we are ob- - X
price of all
liged to increase the price of
milk, such increase taking effect X
December 1st, 1913, as follows: X
X Milk in
quart bottles, 12c per X
quart; milk in pint bottles, Gc X
X per pint.
Publishing Company Incorporates.
Yours very resnectfnllr.
The Santa Fe Trail Publishing com-- ! A
SAXTA FE PRODUCTS CO. X
pany today filed incorporation papers
commis-iwith the state corporation
sion. The company will publish the
Santa Fe Trail magazine, with headquarters at Albuquerque, and Fenftin
J. Spaulding as agent. The capital
mur-jde-

the
Special Sale and Demonstration
HOWARD OVER DRAFT HEATER

feed-stuf-

r

j

!

For quick results,
little "WANX,"

Of all Santa Fe to
this wonderful Heater which will be demonBrandon ,a Special Represtrated at our store all this week.
will take great pleasure in meeting all
sentative of the Fectory,
our patrons and explaining to them in detail the many points of superiority which this Heater possesses. It will be an opportunity for
every one to become acquainted with the improvements that have
been made in Heaters for the Home, and is worthy of the close attention of every person who contemplates the purchase of a new Heater
this fall.
One.
THE HOWARD OVERDRAFT
Is exactly as shown in illustration.
It is handsome in appearance,
finest
constructed in the
manner throughout, richly nickel trimmed
and possesses more unique features than any other Heater that has
heretofore been presented to your notice, and one which we can sincerely recommend to all our patrons.
Two.
BURNS HARD OR SOFT COAL, COKE, WOOD OR SLACK.
The grates, the draft, and the entire construction of the stove are so
scientifically perfect that it will burn any kind of fuel and not only
that, it will get more actual heat out of every pound of fuel than any
other stove on the market, no matter what price you pay.
Three.
HOLDS FIRE 24 TO 36 HOURS.
Just as the speed of an engine can be regulated by the throttle so can
the rate of combustion of this stove be regulated by its drafts. A
slight adjustment of the drafts and the fuel can be made to burn fast
or slow at will, and the fire can be kept going for 24 to 36 hours
without touching the stove or adding fuel.
Four.
TO APPRECIATE THIS HEATER
You must call and see it for yourself ; note the interior construction
and permit the demonstrator in charge to explain to you its many
wonderful features. It is the .only Stove of its kind on the market
and is well worth seeing.
Five.

BURNS THE SMOKE AND CO NSUMES THE GAS.
Every other stove but this allowes half the fuel to escape up the
chimney in the form of smoke and gas. The patented construction
of this stove permits it to utilize as fuel all the gases and conbustible
elements of the fuel, consuming the gas and smoke, making this stove
practically smokeless and explains why this heater consumes about
half the fuel needed by any other stove.
Six.
.
HEATS THE FLOOR.
This is the only soft coal stove made that effectively heats the floor
of the room, the inverted conical base radiates the heat in direct lines
to the floor, heating the floor perfectly as well as the room, receiving
direct heat waves. This is even better in its heating qualities than a
base burner which only sends heat to the floor directly under the

stove.

,

Seven.

FREE
With every Howard Heater sold during the demonstration, we will
give an extra fancy best grade stove Board, a Coal Bucket and shovel
This means a
and enough of our heavy polished pipe to set it up.
saving of about $3.00 on every Heater.
Eight.
GUARANTEE.
Absolute service is guaranteed on every Howard sold. If the Stove
does not do just what we claim for it, we don't want you, and would
not have you use it. Howard Heaters are the best in the World.
Come and see them whether you expect to buy or not.
,

WOOD-DAVI-

HARDWARE CO.

S

"Phone 14"

:iF IT'S

HARDWARE

WE HAVE IT.

" Phone 14 "
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